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President and Chief Executive Officer
Alban D'Amours was born on July 9, 1940 in Sainte-Françoise, a municipality in the Bas-Saint-Laurent region.
After earning his B.A. in Social Sciences and M.A. in Economics from Université Laval, he completed his doctoral
studies (Ph.D.) at Minnesota University in 1969, specializing in Monetary Theory, Public Finance and Econometrics.
He taught for several years in the United States and at Université de Sherbrooke. He then entered Québec public
service and held important positions for the administrations of René Lévesque and Robert Bourassa, including
Deputy Minister of Revenue (1981) and Associate Deputy Minister of Energy (1986).
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He joined the Confédération des caisses populaires et d'économie Desjardins du Québec in January 1988 as Senior
Vice-President, Planning, Communications and Marketing. His impressive career led him to be appointed Inspector
and Auditor General for Desjardins Group in 1994, when he recommended the creation of the Desjardins Bureau for
Financial Monitoring and Enforcement.
On February 19, 2000, Mr. D'Amours was elected to the office of President of Desjardins Group for a first four-year
mandate as of March 25, 2000. He was then re-elected by acclamation on January 27, 2004, for a second and final
four-year term ending in March 2008.

Background Note 1: The enclosed publicly sourced news and academic articles serve to
demonstrate historical and continuing evidence that Quebec's Desjardins Financial Group had
from the early seventies to present day an unusual and unique closeness with that Province's
nationalist and separatist governments and political parties. From the early years of Rene
Levesque's government to present day, the Desjardins group has tremendously benefited by
the largesse of favorable PQ government policies clearly intended to facilitate the growth of
that Quebec private sector financial institution by enacting policies, laws and regulations from
which the company has clearly benefited to the detriment of prevailing non-Quebec nationalist
financial institutions not so closely tied with the government and separatist political parties of
the Parti Quebecois and Bloc Quebecois. These articles also demonstrate evidence that
Desjardins arguably operates in a partisan manner with sometimes remarkably open
'nationalist' or pro-separatist actions that would not be expected or tolerated amongst most
mainstream financial businesses not having the luxury of being so closely tied to a
government or ruling regional political party.
Money working for people
Copyright © 1996-2007, Mouvement des caisses Desjardins – Desjardins Group. All rights reserved.
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QUEBEC COMMISSION: Business group to backautonomy; [Final Edition]
Michel Van De Walle.

The Ottawa Citizen. Ottawa , On t.: Nov 12, 1990. pg. A. 1.FRO

Abstract (Summa叩)
The credit-union group will present a brief to the Belanger-Campeau commission. It will include sUNey results that
show more than 80 per cent of Desjardins' managers back political autonomy for Quebec , and support Quebec's
right to freely choose its pa叫ners.
[Claude Beland] , who sits on the commission , said he agrees that affirming political autonomy means first affirming
sovereignty and negotiating partnership late r.

Full Text (413

D"

In one of the nine questions , respondents were asked how they favored four political options: the status quo; new
negotiations to get Quebec into the Constitution; political autonomy with free choice of partners and independence.
iNo时 s)

(Copyright The Ottawa Citizen)
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MONTREAL 一 The powerful Mouvement Desjardins will favor sovereignty when it appears Tuesday before the
commission on Quebec's political future.

The credit-union group will present a brief to the Belanger-Campeau commission. It will include sUNey results that
show more than 80 per cent of Desjardins' managers back political autonomy for Quebec , and support Quebec's
right to freely choose its partners.
Results of the poll , conducted with the help of the Leger and Leger polling firm , were obtained by the Canadian
Press.

hi

"I will uphold the position that the sUNey revealed ," Desjardins president Claude Beland said in a telephone
inteNiew Sunday.

Ex

Beland , who sits on the commission , said he agrees that affirming political autonomy means first affirming
sovereignty andnegotiating partnership later.
Results of the sUNey , conducted in October, are based on 10,203 responses , a little more than half of the credit
unions' 19,935 elected officials , general managers and top officials of regional federations.
The poll has a margin of error of less than one per cent, says the polling firm founded by former Parti Quebecois
cabinet minister Marcel Leger.
In one of the nine questions , respondents were asked how they favored four political options: the status quo; new
negotiations to get Quebec into the Constitution; political autonomy with free choice of partners and independence.
Political autonomy received the support of 85 per cent; independence 66 per cent; new constitutional talks 33 per
cent and the status quo 23 peE cen t.
The percentages add up to more than 100 because respondents could back more than one option.
The results also suggest Desjardins managers feel Quebec is penalized by certain federal economic policies , is
denied essential powers in cultural matters , and does not get its fair share of federal support.
As well , nine of 10 respondents believe it is urgent to settle the constitutional issue and that it is up to Quebec itself
to define its future. And 91 per cent favor holding a referendum:

h忧p://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?index=0&sid=5&srchmode= 1&vinst=PROD&企nt=3&st...
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"We want the people to be consulted before any move is made ," Beland said. "We don't want the government to
take the conclusion of the commission and act solely on that basis.
"We want a popular consultation with a clear and precise question. "
On association with neighbors , Beland said it could also be made with the United States , not just with Canada.
"It's clearly pointless to talk of sovereignty if it' s to rebuild the same situation as before. (Partnership) is between
sovereign states , which is very differen t."
Credi t: CP

08393222
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As also indicated within these pages, for years there is ongoing evidence of strong ties
between Quebec separatist governments and this private sector entity. A poll was published
that 80% of Desjardins managers openly supported separation in the early nineties.
Historically and to this day there are numerous examples of interchanging leadership and
management persons between the senior and middle management of several Quebec
government administrations, the PQ and BQ political parties and Desjardins. Moreover,
Desjardins provides grants, financing and funding to numerous francophone, nationalist,
separatist agenda and so-called 'cultural' associations pervading Quebec society.
Given that Desjardins can also be seen to promote long-term separatist and nationalist goals,
and that its leadership are on public record that they already consider Quebec as being a 'de
facto' distinctly sovereign nation, it is only reasonable to assume both the institution and its
political allies might naturally seek out the advise of and confer with other separatist and
nationalist entities throughout the world if only to at least benefit by comparing notes and
experiences.

h句 :llproques t. umi. comlpqdweb ?index=0&sid=5&src
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Business could sway Quebec constitutional panel; [Weekly Edition]
Kevin Dougherty. Financial Post.丁。ronto， On t.: Sep 17, 1990. pg. 3
Abstract (Summary)
Judging the mood of Quebec business , it is not clear that they will uphold the federalist option. There was near
unanimous support from Quebec business for the Meech Lake accord , and some leading figures , notably Bernard
Lemaire , chairman of Cascades Inc. , and Michel Gaucher, the successful acquisitor of Steinberg Inc. , flirted publicly
with the idea of independence as an alternative if the accord was rejected.

"

Claude Beland , head of Quebec's $45-billion Desjardins co- operative movement , was outspoken before and after
the failure of Meech Lake , saying that Quebec could go its own way. Beland , who rejects a renewed federalist
solution , has already been named to the committee as the co-operative representative.

"D

A poll , conducted in August by the Institut quebecois sur I'opinion publique , indicates that 30.6% ()f Quebecers favor
Quebec remaining a Canadian province , 33.7% lean toward independence and 35.7% want a new association
between Quebec and the rest of country.
Full Text (763 words)
(Copyright The Financial Post 1990)

it

The four business nominees to be named - probably this coming week - to a special Quebec National Assembly
committee on the province's constitutional future could determine the panel's direction.
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b

The committee , which will report by March 28 , 1991 , is being put together in response to the failure of the Meech
Lake constitutional accord last June , an event widely regarded in Quebec as signaling the end of the Canadian
status quo.
Its mandate is broad , calling for an open-ended study of Quebec's constitutional future. But with 29 of the 36
members of the committee chosen , the split looks roughly even between proponents of a federalist solution and
those favoring some form of sovereignty- association.

Ex

The panel will include representatives ()f business , labor and other Quebec interest groups , municipal and
provincial politicians , as well as three federal MPs. Members are being chosen byParti Quebecois Leader Jacques
Parizeau and Premier Robert Bourassa in a rare show of co-operation.
The Quebec MNAs , most of the interest group representatives and Lucien Bouchard , former federal cabinet
minister and now head of the Bloc Quebecois band of sovereigntist MPs , have been appointed. What remains are
two federal MPs (who will be pro-federalist in 剑门 ikelihood) ， four business representatives and one person from the
cultural or academic establishments.
"Once you start consulting , it takes time ," said Sylvie Godin , Bourassa's press secretary , explaining why , more than
a week after the committee was formally created , agreement still has not been reached on the remaining
membership.
Committee co-chairmen will be Michel Belanger, chairman of the National Bank of Canada , and Jean Campeau ,
former chairman of the Caisse de depot et placement du Quebec.
Belanger, 61 , is a Quebec nationalist who still has faith in the federal 写ystem. Campeau , 59 , who becomes
chairman of Domtar Inco Nov. 1, sees sovereignty-association as Quebec's future path.
Parizeau and Bourassa hope the group will come to aunanimous verdict , but many pundits believe it will hand
down two reports , one calling for renewed federalism , the other pitching for sovereignty.
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Credit union group wants sovereignity vote within year; [Final Edition]
Daniel Sanger. The Ottawa Citizen. Ottawa , On t.: Nov 14, 199.0. pg. A. 3
Abstract (Summary)
[Claude Beland] backed up his argument with a poll of more than 10 ,000 Desjardins managers , saying an
overwhelming 89 per cent "want Quebec to take control of all the levers of power: economic , social , cultural ,
political , legislative."
Alban D'Amours , a vice-president of communications with Desjardins , said this morning he told the commission the
Quebec government could protect Quebeckers who lose their government jobs by reassigning them to jobs in the
public and private sectors within the province.
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Beland , who is also an influential member of the Belanger-Campeau commission on Quebec's political future , said a
sovereign Quebec should seek a monetary and economic union with Canada.
Full Text (344 words)
(Copyright The Ottawa Citizen)
With files from Citizen staff
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QUEBEC 一 Quebec should separate first and negotiate later, the giant Mouvement Desjardins credit-union group
told the commission studying the province's future Tuesday.
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On a day that was clearly won by pro-sovereignty forces , Quebec's most powe斤ul financial institution called for a
referendum within a year because "enough is enough."
"We consider ourselves a nation and the main thing is to protect and develop this nation ," said Claude Beland ,
president of the Desjardins group , which has deposits of some $46 billion.
"The best way to do it is for Quebec to state its sovereignty and then decide as a state who its pa时ners will be."
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Beland backed up his argument with a poll of more than 10,000 Desjardins managers , saying an overwhelming 89
per cent "want Quebec to take control of all the levers of power: economic , social , cultural , political , legislative."
Beland's position was quickly buttressed … to no one's surprise … by Bernard Landry , vice-president of the Parti
Quebecois , who followed him to the stand.
The commission also heard that the jobs of 26 ,000 public servants in the Outaouais would not be lost if Quebec
seperates.
Alban D'Amours , a vice-president of communications with Desjardins , said this morning he told the commission the
Quebec government could protect Quebeckers who lose their government jobs by reassigning them to jobs in the
public and private sectors within the province.
That news was welcomed by the head of the Outaouais Planning Corporation , who said he was glad the issue was
being brought up before the commission.
"We strongly believe the Belanger-Campeau Commission should recommend to the government a formula to
guarantee the jobs of public servants in the Outaouais ," said Jean~Marie Seguin.
But a spokesman for Pontiac MNA Robert Middlemiss said the minister was not optimistic that many jobs could be
guaranteed.
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"It's pure speculation." said Denis Carme l.
Beland , who is also an influential member of the Belanger-Campeau commission on Quebec's political future , said
a sovereign Quebec should seek a monetary and economic union with Canada.
(With files from Citizen sta仔.)
Credi t: CP
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But Beland said it would be in Canada's interests to have monetary union because if Quebec leaves , the rest of the
country and the Bank of Canada will feel the impact.
As for the debt, Beland admitted it was still a question mark but said tha t' s no reason for Quebec not to decide
which way it wants to go as a nation.
Later yesterday , Quebec Intergovernmental A仔:airs Minister Gil Remillard also found himself fielding renewed
demands for a referendum.
In addition to the Mouveme时， the Parti Quebecois and the Conseil des Syndicats Democratiques presented briefs
including requests to hold one.
Remillard tried to turn around the demands by asking PQ vice- president Bernard Landry when his party would hold
it and how they would word the question , a clear shot at a raging internal PQ debate that has split the pa此y.
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The plan backfired somewhat. Landry went so far as to say the PQ would back even a government-organized
referendum as long as it deal with the PQ's basic position: total control over laws , taxes and foreign treaties.
Asked what the question should be , Landry said "Do you want Quebec to be a sovereign country , complete and
recognized."
Asked the same question , Beland said the question should be "extremely clear and precise."

Remilla时， however, denied his government was edging in the direction of a referendum , the traditional political turf

ofthe PQ.

Later, however, Remillard was unable to say what he would do , dodging a question from a reporter to say what his
question would be.

[Ill ustration]
Black & Wh ite Photo; Andre Ouellet. He set the tone Claude Beland. Alleges scare tactics
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Action heats up as federalists query sovereignistsi [FINAL Edition]
PHILIP AUTHIER. The Gazette. Montreal , Que.:'Nov 14, 1990. pg. A. 5
Abstract (Summary)
It was Li beral MP Andre Ouellet who set the tone when he publicly chastised Desjardins president Claude Beland
for not spelling out what monetary policy a sovereign Quebec would have.
Beland , who arrived packing an internal survey indicating more than 80 per cent of Desjardins' managers back
political autonomy , stood his ground , accusing them in turn of trying to scare Quebecers as was done during the
referendum.
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[Gil Remillard] tried to turn around the demands by asking PQ vice- president Bernard Landry when his pa叫Y would
hold it and how they would word the question , a clear shot at a raging internal PQ debate that has split the party.
Full Text (656 words)
(Copyright The Gazette)
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QUEBEC - Federalist members of the Belanger-Campeau commission went on the attack against two prosovereignty groups yesterday , accusing them of hiding the true consequences of splitting Quebec and Canada.
And there's increasing pressure on the government to move rapidly to hold a referendum on the question of
sovereignty for Quebec after the commission ends its work.
After a week of relatively polite discussions on the 36-member ?!?qr0600 ,0016commission , the gloves came off
when both the Mouvement Desjardins and the Parti Quebecois were challenged to spell out exactly how
sovereignty would a仔'ect monetary policy , the national debt and external relations.
It was Li beral MP Andre Ouellet who set the tone when he publicly chastised Desjardins president Claude Beland
for not spelling out what monetary policy a sovereign Quebec would have.

Ex

"Why haven't you devoted a significant pa时 of your brief to the question of money because , when it comes down to
it , your institution should be interested?" Ouellet asked.
"I remind you that the Union des Artistes , people who aren't even in business , recommend the dollar be pegged to
the U.S. dollar and have a value of about 60 cents. Do you think that's an appropriate suggestion?"
He was followed by Ghislain Dufour, president of the federalist Conseil du Patronat , who challenged Beland to say
exactly how the national debt would show up on the paycheque of the average worker.
But Beland , who arrived packing an internal survey indicating more than 80 per cent of Desjardins' managers back
political autonomy , stood his ground , accusing them in turn of trying to scare Quebecers as was done during the
referendum.
"It reminds me a good dealofthat ," Beland said later. "Luckily the commission is very public and people will be able
to see the difference between what is scare tactics and what is the reality."
Ouellet's remark about the 60-cent dollar prompted Serge Turgeon of the Union des Artistes to accuse the MP of
"demagoguery" for breaking the embargo on the union's brief and taking one sentence out of context to advance
his cause.
In its brief to the commission , the Mouvement says a monetary union with the rest of Canada is preferable , but that
Quebec shouldn't hestitate to print its own currency , pegging it to the U.S. dollar, if it fails to get a dea l.
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Ontario companies boycott Desjardins; [Final Edition]
CPo Calgary Herald. Calgary, Alta.: Mar 30 , 1991. pg. B.4
Abstract (Summary)
[Claude Beland] said that when a Toronto firm was asked to check the market for a share issue bya Desjardins
subsidiary , potential buyers such as pension fund managers were asked ifthey knew ofthe Mouvement Desjardins.
Full Text (224 words)
(Copyright The Calgary Herald)

D"

QUEBEC (CP) - A number of Ontario companies - including Sun Li fe and Prudential of America - are boycotting the
Mouvement Desjardins credit union , says the president of the financial services gian t.
Claude Beland says about 20 firms have backed off doing business with the credit union since late last year, when
he came out in favor of Quebec sovereignty before the provincial commission on Quebec's future.

t"

"Since I gave my submission before the Belanger-Campeau commission , companies such as Sun Li fe and
Prudential have been saying: 'If it' s Desjardins , it' s no! If it's from Quebec , it's no!'" he told Quebec Le Sole i! in an
interview which the newspaper published Friday.

bi

Beland wouldn't name the other 18-odd firms. Sun Li fe incurred the wrath of separatists when it moved its head
office from Montreal to Toronto following the 1976 election of the Parti Quebecois. The Canadian operation of
Prudential Insurance Co. of America is also based in Toronto.
Beland said that when a Toronto firm was asked to check the market for a share issue by a Desjardins subsidiary ,
potential buyers such as pension fund managers were asked if theyknew of the Mouvement Desjardins.
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"They replied，、 Yes， a little bi t.' But they didn't ask to look at the dossier, they said , 'Is that the organization run by
Mr. Beland , the greatest sovereigntist in the world?'"
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From New France to new Quebec
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The making of a Staatsvolk
IT IS easy enough to see Quebec's current threat to leave Canada as just
another expression of unhappiness , the latest wail of exasperation in a long
series of complaints and grievances. But that describes only a part of what is
happening. This time Quebec's threat to pull out is also an assertion of self
confidence and a defiant avowal of its readiness to go it alone in the big wide
world. This is no cry for help. Quebec is waving , not drowning.
Whether it is waving Adieu or merely Bonne journee , it is doing so because of
two recent transformations. One is the globalisation of the world economy and
the drawing together of the economies of North America. This has been
happening for years , as economies has grown ever more successful at
transcending artificial frontiers like the 49th parallel that divides the United
States and Canada. The Auto Pact signed in 1965 yoked Ontario (and to some
extent Quebec) into the United States economy: components went north , cars
went south. The sweeping away of trade barriers in the GATT meant that by
the mid-1980s , when 75% of Canada's trade was going to the United States
and 20% of the United States' trade to Canada , four-fifths of it was duty-free.
That proportion was to rise under the free-trade agreement signed in 1988 , an
agreement strongly opposed by many Canadians on the grounds that it would
h仕p://web.ebscohost. com/ehost/delivery?vid=26&hid=8&sid=4760bff3- f8 b8-494b-aceb-9...
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leave them helpless against the mighty competition from the south and further
Americanise a country whose raison d'etre is to be different from the United
States.
This was not, however, the view in Quebec, whose votes for the Progressive
Conservative government of Mr Mulroney were enough to give him a majority
in the 1988 federal election and thus return him to office to implement the
free-trade agreement. Quebec, that island of cultural insecurity , had become
the most outward-looking and America-friendly pa 内 of Canada. It welcomed
the freedom that came with an end to tariffs. Indeed , the belief that it could
survive in a continental market without any help from Ottawa now makes
secession seem much less frightening than it did in , say , 1980.

D"

Something has eVidently been going on in Quebec. That something is still little
understood in the rest of Canada , which is usually ten years behind the times
in grasping what is happening there.

hi
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Quebec Societe Anonyme
For many years there was not much to understand. Quebec was a backward ,
largely rural proVince dominated by Catholic priests and suspicious not just of
English-speakers but of many modern democratic ideas (women , though
allowed to vote in federal elections after1917 , did not win the vote in Quebec
until 1940). Just as English-speaking Canadians are the descendants of the
counter-revolutionaries who stayed loyal to Britain , so Canada's French
speakers are the descendants of pre-revolutionary Frenchmen: Quebec's flag
(barely 40 years old) includes a white cross to symbolise Christianity and four
fleurs-de- Ii s "to evoke the kingdom of France"; Quebec's emblem is the lily
that was the symbol of France until the revolution.

Ex

Quebec remained a backwater until the 1960s. Proud though Quebeckers were
of their Frenchness , France took little interest in them , and the modernising
events of post-revolutionary France largely passed French-speaking
Quebeckers by. Quebec's economic affairs , especially its large companies ,
were mostly in the hands of English回 speakers. In this respect , as Sylvia Ostry
of the University of Toronto's Centre for International Studies points out,
Quebeckers were like Afrikaners: remote from their forebears , they missed ·out
on the enlightenment in Europe , took refuge in an isolated culture and left
business to the English-speakers with whom they reluctantly shared their
outpost.
In 1960 , however, the Quebec Li beral Party came to power intent on change.
So far-reaching and profound were the reforms it wrought that the process it
set in train has come to be called the Quiet Revolution. This is the second
transformation that has brought Quebec to the verge of separation.
The main effect of the Quiet Revolution was to turn Quebec from a society of
French-Canadians driven by a fear of cultural obliteration into one of
Qw§becois (the word did not exist before the 1960s) driven by economic
assertiveness and becoming; in the slogan of the times , maitres cheznous ,
"masters in our own house". A defensive minority has been turned into a
nation'~ or a Staatsvolk, as Berel Rodal , a Canadian civil servant ,. hascalled it:
the ethnic group that def. ines the state. The transformation has been achieved
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largely from the top down , by the provincial government involving itself in all
manner of activities it had hitherto shunned.
The first of these , in the 1960s, was education , which had previously been left
to the church. The secularisation of Quebec began with the creation of a
provincial ministry of education and a network of junior colleges. Bright young
Quebeckers started to spurn the priesthood in favour of the civil service.
Today they probably go to the University of Montreal's business school , the
Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales. Quebec now provides two-fifths of all
the business students in Canada.

,

"D

"

Then came more direct government intervention in business. Among the most
striking examples was the nationalisation (of provincialisation) of various
utilities to form Hydro-Qu岳 bee， the company that is bUilding the vast James
Bay hydroelectric project at a cost of nearly $25 billion. Hydro-Quebec is not
onlya giant in its own right , it has provided a training ground for Quebec
businessmen , and its contracts have been used to make other Quebec
companies , notably engineering firms like Lavalin and SNC , into internationally
competitive enterprises.
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More recently , the state capitalism of the 1960s has become what Thomas
Courchene of Queen's University calls market nationalism. Under the Quebec
Stock Savings Plan , created in 1978/ tax incentives became available for
Quebeckers who invested in Quebec companies. At least until the 1987
stockmarket collapse , thousands of small companies had new access to
capita l. Investors did not do badly either. Between December 1981 and
December 1989 , these Quebec shares outpe厅ormed the top 300 on the
Toronto Stock Exchange.
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Quebeckers' savings were also mobilised in other ways. The old Caisses
Populaires Desjardins , which grew out of North America's first savings and
credit co-operative , founded in the small town of Levis in 1900 , was
transformed into an engine for the development of Quebec. Today two out of.
three Quebeckers , 4.7m people, ate members of a caisse and the Mouvement
Desjardins has assets of over $44 billion. Though cautiously invested , these
assets ate used with great effect to promote the economy of Quebec.
Next came Quebec's pension fund (of all the provinces it alone has its ovyn). In
1980/ under a new president, Jean Campeau , the Caisse de depot et
placement de Qu 注 bee was charged not only with getting the best possible
return on capital but also with fostering the development of Quebec's
business. Today it manages fully $36 billion and , with a portfolio of $10 billion
mostly blue-chip Canadian shares , is easily the biggest stockmarket investor in
Canada. Nearly half of its assets , however, are held in government bonds ,
most of them Quebec's (allegedly it lends to the Quebec government and state
enterprises at preferential rates). Because of this and because of its private
placements and deals , it is immensely influential in Quebec.
This co-operation between provincial government, private business , individuals
and even unions continued through the 1980s. In the 1981-82 recession , for
instance , under the Corvee-Habitation programme , government , unions ,
lending institutions and municipalities all agreed to lower fees , wages , rates
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and charges to keep the housing industry going. More recently , this year,
Quebec's 400 ,000 public employees have agreed to a six:-month wage freeze
and an extension of existing contracts until June 1992.
Corporatism, Canadian 回 style
Innovation is moving on. Quebec now wants to slash away at financial
regulations , to let the caisses populaires issue equity capital and to allow unit
trusts to enter into joint ventures with foreign financial institutions. One
ambition is to form "mammoth corporations" , commercial-cum-financial
enterprises that would be charged , among other things , with the task of
keeping successful companies in Quebec.

t"

D"

In the light of all this there is no doubt that Quebec is a distinct society ,
though not perhaps in the way that English-speaking Canadians have
traditionally seen it as one. For the moment, note only two aspects of
Quebec's character. The first is its similarity in some respects to Japan of
Germany of France: Quebec has a cohesiveness , embodied not just in its use
of French and its affection for its culture but in its projet de soci 邑te--the
common enterprise on which the whole society is embarked--that Canada as a
whole markedly lacks.

bi

Second , this projet de societe is not entirely alien to the pan-Canadian
tradition of looking at government in a favourable light. On the other hand it
sits pretty uncomfortably with the American tradition (of ideological belief,
often honoured in the breach) of keeping the role of government to a
minimum , both in business and in other matters.
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Fumbled fax lets news agency in on BQ bid for $1. 4S-million election
loan; [Final Edition]
Chris Cobb. The Ottawa Citizen. Ottawa , an t.: Jul8 , 1993. pg. A. 4
Abstract (Summary)
CP Quebec bureau chief Maurice Gira时， thinking at first that the information was intended for public release , called
the Bloc financial administrator Francois Leblanc for an explanation. In seconds he knew he had a good story.
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Girard figures the Bloc's concern is based on the Caisse's desire to keep a low political profile during the
forthcoming election campaign. Caisse president Claude Beland was a vocal supp。此er of the No side during last
fall's referendum campaign.
Full Text (300 words)

(Copyright The Ottawa Citizen)

It was a slow , summer doldrums day at the Quebec City bureau of Canadian Press. Then the scoop came in.
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A 1O-page fax containing detailed financial information slid into CP's· office Tuesday from the separatist Bloc
Quebecois.
Political parties often send faxes to newsrooms. Unfortunately for the Bloc , this fax shouldn't have been one of
them. It was confidential and meant only for the party's accountant in Lava l.
Someone at Bloc headquarters in Montreal had pressed the wrong buttons and the fax ended up in the worst place
possible -- a newsroom on a slow day.
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The errant fax contained details of a $1 .45-million election loan the pa同Y is negotiating with the Caisses Populaires
Desjardins.
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CP Quebec bureau chief Maurice Gira时， thinking at first that the information was intended for public release , called
the Bloc financial administrator Francois Leblanc for an explanation. In seconds he knew he had a good story.
"Leblanc said 、 Oh my God , we're not going to get the money if you publish that.' Then he offered me various
undefined future scoops if I didn't write anything. He said the bank would be upset with the publicity. I said we don't
negotiate the publishing of news , Girard said Wednesday.
"Anyway , this is summer and th E;l re's nothing happening. It's an entertaining story.
Girard figures the Bloc's concern is based on the Caisse's desire to keep a low political profile during the
forthcoming election campaign. Caisse president Claude Beland was a vocal suppo时er of the No side during last
fall's referendum campaign.
Girard's story about the loan got wide playin the Quebec media on Wednesday. The circumstances of the scoop
got less attention.
"If it' s not cell phones , it's fax machines , added Girard. "Technology just isn't safe. But we're glad. We had some fun
with it.
Credi t: CITIZEN
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Speaker: The Honourable Peter Milliken

The House met at 11 a.m.
[English]

Business of the House

Private Members' Business
[Private Members' Business]
*

*

*

Taiwan Affairs Act

(1145)
[Translation]

Mr. Roger Clavet (Louis-Hébert, BQ): Mr. Speaker, I thank the colleagues who have just
spoken on Bill C-357, both the hon. member for Victoria and the hon. member for Kootenay—
Columbia, the bill's sponsor. This is the first hour of debate at second reading. It is a pleasure for
me, as the Bloc's critic for the Asia-Pacific region, to speak on this bill.
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Bill C-357 provides an improved framework for economic, trade and cultural initiatives
between Canada and Taiwan. Before indicating whether the Bloc Québécois supports the
principle of this bill and whether it can be referred to committee, just to keep everyone guessing,
I want to provide some context essential to understanding this issue.
In this regard, the Bloc Québécois wants to acknowledge Taiwan's obvious economic and
political progress. No one will deny that, not even the People's Republic of China. Undeniably,
Taiwan is now a free, democratic and, above all, prosperous country. It is clearly a model for the
entire Asia-Pacific region.
It is interesting to note that Quebec maintains close and friendly cultural and economic ties
with Taiwan. Between 2001 and 2002 alone, Quebec exports to Taiwan increased by 17%, to a
noteworthy $134 million. Quebeckers are happy to have access to Taiwanese products, such as
computers and semi-conductors. In exchange, the Taiwanese benefit from imports of reliable
Quebec products, such as wood pulp, telecommunications equipment and iron ore, to name just
a few.
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I would also add that university and cultural exchanges between Quebec and Taiwan have
been extremely successful. In the riding of Louis-Hébert, which I have the pleasure of
representing in the House, Université Laval has extremely close ties with Taiwan. These
exchanges will continue. Even some colleges maintain similar relations, with both Taiwan and
China.
I would, moreover, emphasize that Quebec's relationship with Taiwan cannot in any way have
a negative impact on the deep friendship and attachment Quebec feels for the People's Republic
of China. I had the pleasure of working there for two years. Contacts between Quebec and the
People's Republic of China have been constantly increasing for over 30 years now. There have
been visits by senior officials, agreements have been signed and major trade exchanges have
taken place, all of which are evidence of our ongoing good faith and good will.
As for Quebec's exports to Chine, these have increased by leaps and bounds in recent years. I
have some interesting figures here also. From its level of $318 million in the year 2000, the
value of Quebec's exports to China increased by 117% to some $700 million in 2002. There is
nothing to indicate a decrease. Among the Quebec products of most interest to the People's
Republic of China are aircraft and aircraft parts, pulp and paper and inorganic chemicals. I list
these as evidence that there can continue to be very good trade relations Quebec and the
People's Republic of China, and between Quebec and Taiwan. Quebec's importation of Chinese
products in 2002 was not negligible either, at about $3.4 billion.
Let us not lose sight of the fact that educational exchanges between Quebec and China are
also very important. Universities and colleges, Quebec's in particular, have very active

relationships with China. Close to a thousand Chinese students come to Quebec every year to
study.
Now back to Taiwan, since this bill deals primarily with Quebec's and Canada's relations with
Taiwan.
The Bloc Québécois feels the need to support the principle of this bill because of the friendship
and ties that exist between Quebec and Taiwan. In particularly, we unreservedly support its
underlying principles: peace and security in the Asia Pacific region.
(1150)
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We in the Bloc Québécois believe that the resolution of the dispute between China and Taiwan
should be peaceful and negotiated by the two parties. Nothing in this bill would lead us to think
such a resolution might not be possible.
This bill should not be seen as meddling or trying to disturb a situation in sometimes
precarious equilibrium—no point in beating around the bush—but rather as a means to
strengthening economic, trade and cultural ties between Taiwan and Canada. Who could dispute
that?
We in the Bloc have, of course, found a few shortcomings after analyzing the bill. We will thus
mention a few reservations we have with respect to the bill in due course, when the bill is being
considered in committee. However, at this stage of debate, two things about the bill should be
mentioned, which will, in our opinion, help improve bilateral relations between Canada and
Taiwan and international relations generally between Canada and other Asian countries.
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First, the Bloc Québécois supports Taiwan's participation as an observer at certain
international organizations. Currently, it is excluded—and we heard this again this morning—
from participation in international organizations such as the World Health Organization. These
organizations are technical rather than political in nature, even though their political scope is
somewhat limited. We need only consider how the SARS epidemic could have been different had
Taiwan had observer status with WHO. Things would have been simpler for everyone, because
Taiwan could then have taken part in the organization's deliberations.
We in the Bloc Québécois also note the pacifist tone of Bill C-357. We would point out that the
dispute between Taiwan and mainland China will not be resolved with prayers. It will take a
disarmament agreement in the case of geographic areas of potential confrontation. No one is
fooled and no one forgets the constant threat. We belive that relations between the People's
Republic of China and Taiwan can improve only through dialogue and diplomacy.
We in the Bloc Québécois reiterate our affection for and great friendship with both the
People's Republic of China and Taiwan. We think that a peaceful settlement of the disputes will
lead to a valuable solution.
In summary, the Bloc Québécois supports this bill in principle for the following reasons. First,
it will strengthen economic, trade and cultural relations between Quebec, Canada and Taiwan.
The Bloc also supports Taiwan's participation in certain international organizations. The
conditions for its participation can be discussed and decisions made on a case-by-case basis.
Regarding the International Civil Aviation Organization for instance, major legal tangles could
ensue if Taiwan's participation in that organization were not recognized de facto. Allowing Taiwan
to act as an observer in major international forums will facilitate communication.

I want to refer again to the bill's pacifist tone; it does speak of disarmament and dialogue. We
all agree with that. Besides, and this may be the bill's greatest strength, there is hardly any
diplomatic risk involved since this bill is modelled after a 1979 U.S. bill maintaining the status
quo to preserve friendly relations with both Taiwan and China.
Thus, we want to restate our feelings of friendship not only for the Chinese people, with whom
we will continue to do business, of course, but also for the Taiwanese people. We believe that we
must continue in this direction.
In conclusion, for all the reasons I just stated, the Bloc Québécois supports referring Bill C357 to committee for further study, and we support the principle of this bill.
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Bloc MP Christian Ouellet and Estelle Cote
Wlllire: Taiwan
Stated goal: Canada-Taiwan relations
Resul t: Mr. Ouellet said he discussed environmental issues and learned lots about Taiwan, but failed to push for the recognition ofQuebec
sovereIgnty
Sponsor: Chinese Culture University
Date: Aug. 26 to Sep t. 2, 2006
Cos t: transportation $4 ,584; accommodation $1 ,790; gift $150
Travel companion: Mr. Ouellet said that being accompanied by his spouse facilitated informal discussions with Taiwanes巳 officials.
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Bloc MP Carole Lavallee
Where: Taiwan
Stated goal: Meeting
Resul t: Ms. Lavallee said she present巳 dherp 缸ty's sovereignty agenda for Quebec in meetings, and discussed workplace issues with Taiwan's
labour minister in a two-hour-long meeting.
Sponsor: Chinese Culture University
Date: Aug. 27-Sep t. 2, 2006
Cos t: transportation $2, 852.]]; accommodation $1 ,627.25; gifts $75
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Secret ballot keeps Beland at Desjardins helm; [FINAL Edition]
JOHN DAVIDSON. The Gazette. Montreal , Que.: Jan 19 , 1994. pg. D.1.BRE
Abstract (Summary)
Claude Beland was elected yesterday to a second term as president of the powe斤ul Mouvement des Caisses
Populaires Desjardins.
There were rumors in [Desjardins] circles that Beland , a lawyer by training , would step out of the business world and
run as a Parti Quebecois candidate in the provincial election that must be called this year. But he squelched that
speculation by allowing his na l]1 e to be voted upon in the director's ballo t.

Full Text (508
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Beland's most recent coup was the highly leveraged purchase of the Laurentian insurance and banking group for
$685 million. However, Desjardins only had to layout $73 million in cash to create the new Desjardins-Laurentian
Financial Corporation. The rest came from a share swap which didn't cost the credit-union group one cen t.
wo时 s)
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(Copyright The Gazette)

Claude Beland was elected yesterday to a second term as president of the powerful Mouvement des Caisses
Populaires Desja时 ins.
In a ceremony which resembled the election of a new Pope , Beland was elected by secret ballot to a new 3-year
term at the helm of the Quebec credit union confederation which has 1,500 branches and $60 billion in assets.
It ranks as the sixth-largest financial institution in Canada.
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Beland , 62 , has just completed a 7-year term as president of the Desjardins group and his mandate can only be
renewed for three years at a time by the confederation's bylaws.

Ex

"During the past seven years , Desjardins has seen strong growth and improved profitability in comparison with
other financial institutions ," Beland said in a statement after the election.
"We are now even more solidly the most important financial institution in Quebec."
The vote was unusual by normal corporate standards because no candidate was allowed to present his or her
name publicly. Alllobbying was done behind the scenes in the group's corridors of power in Montreal and Quebec
City.
Members of the 33-person board of directors were allowed to vote for anyone they
ballot system which did not reveal their choices.

chose 唰 but

through a secret-

The Desjardins movement, which was founded 92 yea 陪 ago in close co-operation with Roman Catholic parishes
around Quebec , still uses the ecclesiastical term "conclave" to describe the election of a new presiden t.
"You almost expect to see white smoke streaming out of the board room when a successful candidate has been
elected ," said one Desjardins administrator who asked that his name not be used.
There were rumors in Desjardins circles that Beland , a lawyer by training , would step out of the business world and
run as a Parti Quebecois candidate in the provincial election that must be called this year. But he squelched that
speculation by allowing his name to be voted upon in the director's ballot.
Beland's father was the founder of an Outremont credit-union branch in the 1920s and he worked as a teller in the
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suburban Montreal branch from the time he was 才 6 years old.
While working as a lawyer, Beland became involved with Desjardins's legal a仔airs in 1962.
In 1986 , he was named executive assistant to former Desjardins president Raymond Blais. In 1987 , he was elected
president of the confederation after Blais fell sick.
Beland said the main priority of his second term is to assist the economic development of Quebec.
The Desjardins movement , with 50 ,000 employees , is the largest private employer in the province , he added.
"We suppo此 all initiatives - public and private - to offer financial suppo时 to new companies and to create new jobs
in the province."

[Il lustration]
Colour Photo; CLAUDE BELAND
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Beland's most recent coup was the highly leveraged purchase of the Laurentian insurance and banking group for
$685 million. However, Desjardins only had to layout $73 million in cash to create the new Desjardins-Laurentian
Financial Corporation. The rest came from a share swap which didn't cost the credit-union group one cen t.
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separation is the only solution , Beland says; [FINAL Edition]
PHILIP AUTHIER. The Gazette. Montreal , Que.: Nov 18 , 1994. pg. D.3

Abstract (Summary)
[Claude Beland] said it's time Quebecers realized that the dream of making the federal system respond to their
needs and aspirations is unattainable and there's only one answer left: start over. "I t' s too bad , but a real
confederation is not possible because there is a complete block on the part of English Canada ," Beland said.
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Beland's separatist stripes are well-known. He was among the businessmen on the Belanger-Campeau commission
in 199 才， but he sided .w ith the Parti Quebecois in saying that separation is viable and the only option. But Beland's
political activities earned him a rap on the knuckles from some [Desjardins] officials who warned him not to mix
money and politics.
In September , Beland said he doubted the Mouvement would participate in the 1995 referendum debate. He said if
he were to take the same pro-sovereignty position , "50 per cent ofthe people will tell me to mind my own business."
One Federation president said the caisses populaires serving allophone or anglophone clients took heat for
Beland's position last time , "andthat pressure moved upward to the directors."
Full Text (556 words)
(Copyright The Gazette)

QUEBEC - Breaking his silence on political questions , Mouvement Desjardins president Claude Beland yesterday
waded back into the debate on Quebec's future , stating that Quebecers have no choice but to separate from
Canada.
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Beland said it' s time Quebecers realized that the dream of making the federal system respond to their needs and
aspirations is unattainable and there's only one answer left: start over. "I t' s too bad , but a real confederation is not
possible because there is a complete block on the pa叫 of English Canada ," Beland said.
"We tried to negotiate a little thing like the distinct society and were told no. How long have we tried to get powers
over job training? I hope Quebecers understand the message." Asked if Quebec should separate , Beland said: "I
don't think we have any choice."
Beland made the comments yesterday following a speech about the national debt before the Institut
d'Administration Publique du Canada in Quebec City.
Beland's separatist stripes are well-known. He was among the businessmen on the Belanger-Campeau
commission in 199 才， but he sided with the Parti Quebecois in saying that separation is viable and the only option.
But Beland's political activities earned him a rap on the knuckles from some Desjardins officials who warned him
not to mix money and politics.
In September, Beland said he doubted the Mouvement would participate in the 1995 referendum debate. He said if
he were to take the same pro-sovereignty position , "50 per cent of the people will tell me to mind my own
business." One Federation president said the caisses populaires serving allophone or anglophone clients took heat
for Beland's position last time , "and that pressure moved upward to the directors."
Yesterday , Beland changed his line and would not say what role he'll play in the campaign. But he did confirm the
Mouvement will pa 此icipate in a series of studies on sovereignty being prepared by the minister for restructuring ,
Richard Le Hir.
He insisted that the Caisse's 33-member board of directors has not discussed its role in the campaign.
Beland did not mention the referendum issue once in his speech. Later , he told reporters that for the Canada of
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There seems to be a direct political coπeDatio'日
building up between a good showing by thc Bloc Ihis
fallon the federal front and the election of the PQ ne,;!
yearas the government of Quebec. This is a .tidy the0巾， But who knows how Quebecers are gO~lI>g 10 be
feeling a year from now?
The Bloc has a tactical and strategil: advantage over
the PQ. It can claim to be the onLy federal party witn
undivided loyalties. It is entirely devoted to Quebec's
interests. Bu! electing BLoc MPs will not. of itself,
change the nat町e of fedcral politics、 except perhaps 10
make the country more ungovernable. Th e burden of
providing a constructive image , rather than that of a
bunch of spoile r], w iLl put a great st l'llin on the Bl oc.
By the time the provincial election comes along.
Lucien Bouchard's troops w凶 havc used up their colllected and borrowed mimey. They may not be of as
much use to the PQ as Jacques Parizeau expects. The
PQ. too , spent some of its own political and fmancial
capital in the wrong forum.
Parizeau's contentioll a few months ago , that he was
looking forward to the 吨 talian-style" Parliament that
those projected 50 Bloc MPs wouLd give Canada went
over very badly with: public opinion and with the Bloc
itsel f;.- Lucien Bouchard 比 at pains to stress the pr任
Que也ec orientation of his pa口 y ， not its anti-Canadian unity aspiratlOns.In the current polarized atmosphere , this is not the
time tei start up a third pany , But Quebecers seem to
be fed up with the choices.
Th e interest shown in a meeting of 175 young pe任
pie in Trois Rivieres over the weekend is indicative
of a kind of political void.
Set up by Mario Dumont , the former president of
the young Li berals who joined Jean Allaire. ofthe. Allaire report , on the No side of the referendum‘Op tionYouth -is to be a forum for politicaL reflection. lt has
been called a breath of fresh air in an othe r.:w ise stifling
political climate. In Quebec , however , as elsewhere~
the political climate is not to be confused with economic considerations. It will continue to be busine唱S
as usual.
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Ex

With his electoral victory , Jacques Parizeau undertakes to govern a society
which has been changed , profoundly changed , by its Quiet Revolution. This
Revolution has been a thirty-five year process. Quebec is entering a new age.
And I think we need a new phrase for this new time in Quebec's history: L'age
du Pluralisme.
We no longer have a society , a Quebec society , in which the confrontation
between a French-Canadian working class and an English-speaking industrial
bourgeoisie is at the crux of everything.
Yes , there are still millions of French-speaking working people. Yes , there are
still big Canadian , British , and American (and now Japanese) corporations. All
the Shakespearean characters of the drama entitled White Niggers of America
are still on the stage. But they have been joined by new characters. The
factions and alignments are not as they were.
This act of the drama is not so Shakespearean , it is more in the exploratory
manner of an improvisation by Robert Lepage.
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This is what Mr. Parizeau will have to try to understand , and will not, I fear , be
able to understand. He is an actor from the Quiet Revolution , and cannot
change his points of reference. But we must try to understand.
The beginning of the beginning is to see that French-Canadians are no longer
a people composed essentially of working people , as they largely were in
1960. The ruling class is no longer overwhelmingly composed of outsider
capitalists. There is Lavalin and Bombardier now , Power Corporation and the
new French face of Bell Canada (Bell Quebec): a solid French-Canadian
participation in capitalist economic power, through promotions within old
corporations and the launching of new ones.

"D

"

This change often pleases English-Canadian Leftists , always somewhat uneasy
with the Quebec Left's ethnic and anti-colonial themes , relieved to get back to
straight class interpretations of our society. And so they may note the change ,
but not go much beyond it . . .
But to really begin to seethese changes , we must gobeyon d. them. We must
try to see how the new Quebec , in which class lines are less related to
languages , is as distinct a society as the old French-Canadian Quebec was.
问 ore distinct, perhaps.

Ex
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This is because of a further fact, which is in a way the Quiet Revolution's
greatest triumph , but which tends to disorient us , independantistes and
federalists both. The French-speaking working people of Quebec are no longer
a unified ethnic entity tracing their ancestry to New France and to nowhere
else. In 1960 it could have been said , without really doing violence to the
social facts , that no one but French-Canadians spoke French here. One's
family name situated one , immediately. Even a French name made one an
outsider if it was not one of the few hundred French-Canadian names of the
colonizing days , 1600 , 1700 , 1750 . . . This key factor in Canadian political
history has rarely been seen , analyzed , and given its full importance. Hence its
coming to an end is also under-evaluated.

It was because of this ethnic tightness , these shared roots , that a political
movement could take shape so qUickly and so emotionally in the great
metropolis of Montreal , in what appeared an atomized North American technosociety. The tale of coming over from a pre-modern France , and surviving
conquest and proletarianization through 300 years was centra l.
The fact that few French people joined the few thousand original settlers after
1760 was not stressed in anyone's ideology. The old Catholic nationalists , the
new Marxist nationalists , the federalists of left or right--it was just taken for
granted by all of them. Combined with the long unpopularity of French among
the immigrants who did come- Italians , West Indians , Jews , for example--it
was what made French Quebec react to things with such fervor, such
cohesion. It was a river-valley of very similar people , French Quebec.
This people had reproduced itself grandly , kept its language , and yet not lost
touch with the world. And hence it had entered into the machine age , circa
1925, in the millions , still cohesive , with the same folk songs and memories of
the farm and the lumber camp , amid the skyscrapers , amid the mass media
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(which were also being swallowed in great draughts). It was the accent that
was particular to the people. Without anyone really having planned it , here
were people who were at once villagers--and global villagers.

It is also remarkable how religion played a huge role in the cementing of the
tribe before the coming of the mass-media age. And then it faded , in the
psyche , with stunning speed and painlessness , when television and the
recorded pop song could do the cementing in a secular way.
But it was painful to be pa 内 of such a group. For the village was now largely
left behind. The group collectively lived low wages , poor housing , and
absorption into industries where others had all the know-how and capita l. It
was a cohesive people , but a humiliated one.

D"

Out of this humiliation came the Quebec socialist idea. Out of it came the
dream of a republic. And most central , out of it came the aim of making the
language respected.

bi
t"

Now that religion had faded , the language was the great distinguishing trait of
the nation. Skin colour, physiognomy or costume played little role in the group
identity. Basically this was a people with their language and their accent as
their most prized traits. Learnable traits , both of them. Teachable traits篝

hi

And in the Quiet Revolution , the Quebecois (a newly-enlisted word) set about
to teach their language , and naturally , to teach it with their accent. Teaching
was what was going on , but often the teachers did not feel it as teaching , but
more as social justice. Theytended to imagine their cultural group remaining
much as it had always been , even after all the teaching was done. A natural
mistake to make.

Ex

a 30-year cultural offensive
The teaching was done through a 3D-year cultural offensive--singers , poets ,
filmmakers , novelists , orators , playwrights , photographers , circus acrobats ,
talk田 show hosts--and through the school system.
The English school was made the traditionalist school , open only to those
whose ancestors had used it; and the French school was made the innovative
school , which would integrate newcomers into the society. Tensions and
controversies on the edges of this process have filled our traditional-minded
press , French and English , for a decade. But then. . . there is the big fact.
The method was highly workable. It was workable and it was rapid. As with
the public schools of North Winnipeg or the Lower East Side in 1920/ so with
Quebec's Bill 101 , from about 1977. It made the children of Vietnamese ,
Chileans , Greeks , Haitians, Algerians , Egyptians , into Quebecois. French
spoken with the Quebec accent comes from many young mouths now , African ,
Asian and Latin American mouths , in every city in Quebec. This has profound
meaning for social struggles and utopias. Left and right are both reluctant to
realize this. Their points of reference are in the QUiet Revolution. And now we
are in the Age of Pluralism.
There is a sector of the Quebec economy which is neither capitalist nor
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socialist. Let us talk about this sector as a way of looking towards the year
2000. Let me try to explain what it is: it is a creation of the Quiet Revolution.
There are two key elements: Hydro-Quebec and the Mouvement Desjardins-the huge publicly owned corporation and the prosperous province-wide
cooperative movement. Both , I think, have socialist roots; both have socialist
potentia l. But both are at very non-socialist stages of their development now ,
very technocratic.

D"

Hydro-Quebec has socialist roots because it was founded by Adelard Godbout
to take a great natural resource out of the hands of private corporations that
were insensitive to the common people , and to put electricity into the
farmhouses of Quebec. Then it was expanded by Rene Levesque , with great
hopes of making it work for economic liberation in some way , in the heat of
the Quiet Revolution and on the eve of the independence movement's takeoff.
It is state-owned and has to answer to parliament , or at least to the premier.

bi

t"

The caisses populaires have socialist rootsbecause Alphonse. Desjardins began
them at the turn of the century in a spirit of economic democracy , and current
chairman Claude Beland continues to speak that language , and to respect the
one-customer-one-vote principle in each local caisse. But he now controls a
mighty empire of insurance and consumer credit services. And he's more like
an executive than an organizer at the grassroots. So even caisse members tell
you!

Ex
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There could be technocratic plans for all this money and technology. Daniel
Johnson and Jacques Parizeau could both be seen as voicing them. They
suggest not so much privatization as using these tools to nurture a business
class.
a different alliance
There could also be people's-power plans. Natives could sit on Hydro's board;
so could consumers , youth or labour. Posts could be elective. This is if the
demand was made and if the campaign was launched. The caisses could be
revitalized from within and used to help the Third World , used to help the
underclass. But all this would require a new progressive alliance , one which
would learn to renounce links with the emergent Quebecois business class.

It could be a new progressive alliance in Quebec including immigrants , unions ,
ecologists , women , gays. Much as the Parti Quebecois drew together diverse
elements in the '7 0s around its social justice and ethnic-pride language , this
alliance would have to find a language.
Where are the voices which could do that? In school , I' d say. They are in
CEGEP , still shop stewards , marginals , punks , all colours , but mostly with one
speech style.
What will these new forces mean for Quebec independence and Canadian
federalism?
I think Quebec independence is less likely now than it was the day Rene
Levesque took power in November, 1976. I think the presence of an
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independantiste block in Ottawa is only superficially a hastener of the
separation issue. Profoundly it is an acceptance of Quebec nationalism in a
role of pressure group , of nagger of Canada into decentralizing reform. And I' d
say the Bloc Quebecois has somewhat taken up the social critique that the
troubled New Democrats can no longer deliver.
No movement on the Quebec scene at the same moment expresses this new
alliance I' m speaking of. When it comes , I predict it will be around the
ecological theme.
The Quebec society now entering its Age'du Pluralisme has the stewardship of
one of the biggest hunks of nature on planet Earth. And its meeting with an
Amerindian movement very much at a stage of Quiet Revolution has been its
biggest shock-of-Iearning so far in the process.

D"

So what I predict will take root here , will combine the Old New Left's
determination to rouse the oppressed with a commitment to the French
language; less concern with French ethnic roots; and a sense of humanity
being within nature , and not in command of nature.

bi
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No movement on the Quebec scene at the moment expresses this mix. But
before this new government's term is up , some first signs will have appeared.
Some first voices will have spoken.
The Parti Quebecois' victory is impressive: 77 seats , against 47 for the Li berals
and 1 for Action Democratique , the fledgling centrist party.
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The Parti Quebecois which has taken power in Quebec is a strange Parti
Quebecois , for those who remember ReneLevesque's reformism.. indicating a
turn to the right is the leadership of Jacques Parizeau , who though not a
businessman (a business-school professor, rather) , has always had the image
of a businessman. His victory speech contained the word "solidarity ," perhaps
giving it a left coloration; but also the words "strengthen the economy"一
definitely, in current rhetoric , a right coloration. In his ranks he has Richard
LeHir, a leader of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association with a florid freeenterprise eloquence. He also has Monique Simard , a Canadian Dimension
contributor with roots in the Confederation of National Trade Unions; Mathias.
Rious , with roots in teachers' unionism; and Louise Harel , who lit up the left
wing of the party from Rene Levesque's days to the present. Quel debat!
The ferocious economics professor says he will revive the drive for Quebec
independence. But how will he do it, with a majority won by playing down
independence anda thin edge in the vote even then? Parizeau has little
populist poetry in him. He can't inspire. Rather, it's his socio-economic leaning
that will be the thing to watch.
PHOTO: Jacques Parizeau
IVIVIVIVIVIVIVIV

By Malcolm Reid
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Malcolm Reid is editor of the Quebec magazine Abraham/ journal du village
global.
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PQ had $37-billion Yes-vote insurance: Cash was to support dollar,
Quebec bonds; [FINAL Edition]
JAN RAVENSBERGEN. The Gazette. Montreal , Que.: May 18, 1996. pg. D.1

Abstract (Summa叩)
The Parti Quebecois government orchestrated a financial game plan before last October's referendum on Quebec
independence to stockpile $37 billion in liquid assets in the expectation of a Yes victory , the newsmagazine
L'Actualite has reported in its latest issue.

D"

Three government arms - the Ministry of Finance , the Caisse de Depot et Placement du Quebec and Hydro-Quebec
- manoeuvred to amass $17 billion of liquid assets by the eve of the Oct. 30 referendum vote , reporter Jean Chartier
added in his detail-rich story , which appears in the magazine's June 1 issue.
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The two key banking groups in Quebec also pitched in , Chartier repo时ed ， maintaining regular contact with a very
senior Quebec Finance official during the months leading to the Oct. 30 vote. By referendum day , the National Bank
of Canada , the Mouvement Desjardins and the Desja时 ins-controlled Laurentian Bank of Canada had altogether
amassed $20 billion of liquid assets - considerably higher than their normallevels.
Full Text (911 words)
(Copyright The Gazette)

The Parti Quebecois government orchestrated a financial game plan before last October's referendum on Quebec
independence to stockpile $37 billion in liquid assets in the expectation of a Yes victory , the newsmagazine
L'Actualite has reported in its latest issue.

hi

The cash was destinedto suppo此 Quebec bonds and the Canadian dollar in the event of financial panic following
such a victory.

Ex

It would have been used to strengthen Quebec's bargaining hand - and insulate it from a potentially crushing credit
crunch - while the province was negotiating a political and economic pa同nership with the rest of Canada during the
yearfollowing a Yes vote , the magazine reported. The stockpile , including Quebecers' pension savings , was also to
have been used to dampen financial turmoil during the aftermath of those negotiations had they failed.
Parizeau Thought Deal Unlikely

On referendum day , then-premier Jacques Parizeau confessed in a then-secret interview that he believed a
pa此nership deal between Quebec and the rest of Canada 、、 would never happen."
丁hree

government arms - the Ministry of Finance , the Caisse de Depot et Placement du Quebec and HydroQuebec - manoeuvred to amass $17 billion of liquid assets by the eve of the Oct. 30 referendum vote , reporter
Jean Chartier added in his detail-rich story , which appears in the magazine's June 1 issue.
That war-chest alone would have been enough to buy back every Quebec government and Hydro-Quebec bond in
the hands of foreign investors on the day following a Yes vote , according to Chartier. The face value of those bonds
represents about 40 per cent of the total outstanding , he stated.
The $17 billion amounted to less than half the financial buffer shepherded into place under Parizeau's direct order,
according to Chartier. He is a Le Devoir reporter who took a leave of absence last year to act as communications
director under the short-lived provincial restructuring ministry. That ministry had been led by Richard Le Hir, now
out of the Quebec cabinet.
Banking Assets Kept Li quid
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The two key banking groups in Quebec also pitched in , Chartier reported , maintaining regular contact with a very
seniqr Quebec Finance official during the months leading to the Oct. 30 vote. By referendum day , the National
Bank of Canada , the Mouvement Desjardins and the Desjardins-controlled Laurentian Bank of Canada had
altogether amassed $20 billion of liquid assets - considerably higher than their normallevels.
Parizeau , in a TVA-network television interview taped on the afternoon the referendum ballots were being cast ,
stated that several billions of dollars had been earmarked to protect the value of the Canadian dollar in the event of
a Yes victory.
、、 For

a long time ," he also stated , "I have started from the principle that the thing" - a negotiated political and
economic partnership with the rest of Canada on which the Yes forces campaigned harder as voting day neared 田
、、 would never happen."
The No forces won the vote by a razor…thin edge.

D"

The interview with Parizeau was broadcast two days following the referendum , after Parizeau announced his
forthcoming resignation as premier and as PQ leade r.
He quit the day after his widely criticized referendum-night speech , in which he
vote" for the defeat of the Yes.

blamed 、、 money

and the ethnic

bi
t"

The Caisse , which invests the cash in the Quebec Pension Plan , had by that night boosted its cash and near-cash
reserves to $8 billion , or 12 per cent of Caisse assets , "an unprecedented level ," Chartier stated.
A Caisse official yesterday refused to confirm that figure.

The usual Caisse liquidity is in the range of $2-$3 billion range , between 4 and 5 per cent of assets.
'We Were Ready'

hi

Key strategist in the closed-door planning and co-ordinating , according to Chartier, was Jacques Dumont , assistant
deputy minister of finance under Jean Campeau , then finance minister.
"We were completely ready ," Campeau , who has also since left the provincial cabinet , declared to Chartier in a
recent interview.

Ex

"The government of Quebec was in a position to sidestep the financial markets for. . . a certain time , shall we say.
And luck was on our side , in the sense that the securities market was very liquid at that time."
Jean-Guy Langelier, chief executive of the Caisse Centrale Desjardins , told Chartier that Dumont called him
regularly to discuss the Desjardins liquidity levels.
、、 We talked together twice a month during the summer and at the start of September. That's pretty normal; we are
one of the bankers of the Ministry of Finance."

Kevin Dougherty , a Caisse public-relations official , told The Gazette yesterday that 、、 we never denied that we had
developed a liquidity position before the referendum."
、 Prudent

Management'

Mich~1 Nadeau , Caisse senior vice-president (core portfolios) and assistant general manager, gave a speech in
Quebec City about a month prior to the referendum , Dougherty added , saying that Quebec financial institutions had
lined up a $20-billion cash cushion.
、、 The

Caisse decided to do this on its own ," Dougherty insisted.
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"This is part of prudent managemen t. You have to safeguard your deposits. . . to prevent a run on the bank. Tha t' s
the name of the game."
、、 Just

think of any time when there's going to be a sort of crisis in confidence with financial institutions. You have to
be prepared.

、、 If there had been a lot of Quebec bonds on the market suddenly" - following a Yes vote , for instance , as uncertain
foreign investors unloaded their IOUs from Quebec and Hydro-Quebec 二、 the Caisse and others were in a position
to buy them."
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Consulting-fee criticism 、 lot of noise for nothing': Bouchard, ministers
defend hiring of advisers as useful way of obtaining fresh points of view;
[Final Edition]
SEAN GORDON. The Gazette. Montreal , Que.: Oct 20 , 2000. pg. A. 9
Abstract (Summary)
Premier Lucien Bouchard struck back at his critics yesterday , defending the government's decision to pay what the
Li berals call princely sums to "friends of the government" to study thorny policy decisions on health , language and
municipal mergers.
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The documents also showed Quebec paid $140 ,000 to former PQ minister Michel Clair tohead a task force on
health reform , $240 ,000 to former union leader Gerald Larose to preside the estates- general on language , and
$165 ,000 to ex-Caisse Desjardins head Claude Beland to supervise the development of a new Montreal megahospita l.

Li beralleader Jean Charest said entrusting four unelected people with such important jobs is evidence that
Bouchard doesn't trust his cabinet with those decisions.
Full Text (379 words)

Copyright Southam Publications Inc. Oct 20, 2000

Premier Lucien Bouchard struck back at his critics yesterday , defending the government's decision to pay what the

Li berals call princely sums to "friends of the government" to study thorny policy decisions on health , language and
municipal mergers.

"I think this is a lot of noise for nothing ," Bouchard said.
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"It is an attempt to cast a shadow over first-class work that is being done by eminent citizens , people who were
chosen for their intellectual qualities , for their expe叫ise.
"I don't think we are sidestepping the democratic process of the National Assembly in any way."
Health Minister Pauline Marois went one step farther , saying all governments must rely on independent experts and
that new ideas are sometimes hard to come by in governmen t.
"It's a good thing we've done this , otherwise we could find ourselves stuck in the day-to-day with no new ideas and
with no critical perspective ," Marois said.
In the National Assembly on Wednesday , the opposition produced a series of documents indicating the government
paid $900 ,000 over two years to super-bureaucrat Louis Bernard for his role in negotiating deals with Indian bands ,
his efforts at shaping up the Emploi- Quebec morass , and his study on municipal mergers.
The documents also showed Quebec paid $140 ,000 to former PQ minister Michel Clair to head a task force on
health reform , $240 ,000 to former union leader Gerald Larose to preside the estates- general on language , and
$165 ,000 to ex-Caisse Desjardins head Claude Beland to supervise the development of a new Montreal mega回
hospita l.

Li beralleader Jean Charest said entrusting four unelected people with such impo 此ant jobs is evidence that
Bouchard doesn't trust his cabinet with those decisions.
"If he had any confidence in their work , he wouldn't have to phone his friends whenever there's a problem on the
horizon ," Charest said , arguing that contracting out limits the National Assembly's decision-making ability.
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Language Minister Louise Beaudoin dismissed the Li beralleader's criticisms , saying Larose has done an
exemplary job at a pay 阳te that falls well within the government's contracting limits.
"Everything was done according to government norms ," she said.
"There are no problems with that.

. . . The legislative and political process continues as it should.

"I have no problem with any ofthis."
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insurance , sell their house , and do theirban1ting at the same
counter.
New deregulatiol1 laws in the United States were also permitting
muttlal-insutance companies to create holding subsidiaries which
could diversifY into non-financial investmer,J.ts. That trend , coupled
"vith the financial-supermarket explosion, was the very antithesis
今 of the traditional four-pillar financial stnlcture of banks , brokers ,
and insurance and t lUst pompanies - all staying out of one 侃"
other's bilsiness. The result was obvious: the four-p诅缸: stnlCture
would inevitably come cr倒hing down.
Parizeau was 由e first Canaqian politician to perceivethe world
wide effect of this trend.' He was also the: first one to act. First, he
all O'yved 100 per cent ownership of Quebec investment dealers ,
which was a major ch缸1ge considering the ownership l:b:nit in Ontariowas 10 per cent. "I lmew dantn well nobody would try to
profit by this change because the 10 per cent ownership lUle in
Ontario woulQ mean a100 per cent owned Quebec broker
couldn't dobusiness in Toronto ,"says Parizeau. "But the door
was opened, and a few of the large institutions in Quebec started
. to buy 10 per cent stakes ill, some brokerage firms. They lmew that
if the rul~s ， changed in Toronto they had the right to go up from
there to 100 per cent. They had put in a toe."
On June 22" 1984, parizeau brought in' the heavy artillery with
Bill 75 , which ∞mpletely unfettered the province's regulated financial industry. First, the law, allowed unrestrained integration of
financial services letting insurance companies, diversi岛T into prop'erty l1]fl.nagement, pension funds , stock savings plans , an~ even
banlting. Second, Bill 75 permitted' any Quebec mutual insurance
company to create a so-called down-stream holding' company, an
unrestricted subsidiary' that could diversify the ill，othe毛 mutual
company's capital into 'lIon-financial investments - wliether in
grocery chains , railways , or real estate.
Deregulation in Quebec gave French-Canadian financial 'compa时es the opportunity to consolidate and create huge capi阳I pools
in a worldwide financial market whichwas rapidly concentr吼ing.
. Quebec insurance compar让es were quick to talre advantage' of 由e
law: the Laurentian Grottp , for examele; integrated into investment de a],ing by acquiring 10 per cent of Geoffrion Leclerc, bought
Toronto's、 sleepy Eaton Financial Services, took over~rident Life
A~surance in' England, and indirectly bOQght a chunk of
,
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Finally, McDougall's suc cessor,' Thomas Ho c1tin , made some
progress when Bay Street abandoned its' four-pillar 'conservatism
and, for what turned out to be wholly selfish reasons , saw the
wisdom in deregulation. In the meantime, Quebec insurancecompanies with federal charters were becoming exasperated with dilat。可 Ottawa.' They began to launch legal proceedings to have their
charters switched to Quebec jurisdiction. Pierre Shooner, head of
由e $1.2' billion Les Cooperants, w倒 particul盯Iy anxious to make
the switch. Shooner complillned that under feder~ rules an insurance company could not issue public stock. Therefore, to finance
talreovers , his mutual company had to borrow. from b an1rs at a
preferential 8 per cent, whi1ethe Quebec-chartered Laurentian
.Group could malre a public offering and pay a dividend 9f4 per
cent - half the cost. Shooner publicly criticized the Ottawa rules
倡 '''outdated''and blasted Barbara MρDougall for having reneged
on her promise to swiftly bring in changes.
Just before Christmas in 1986, Hocltin announced' Ottawa's
catch-up deregulation policy. It had originally ~et down &trict
ownership pro由ions to prevent big， ωn-financial companies from
holdii1g amajority interest- in financial companies，世lUS preventii1g
preferential ~‘self-dealing" within the'same co叩orate.empire. But
after vigorous lobbying by a few financial service giants·Montreal-based Imasco (which owns Canada Trust) , Tor:onto's
'Edper Investments (Bt;asρan/Trilon/Royal Trust/A.E. LePage)
缸ld Montreal's Paul Desmarais {Power Corp.!Montreal Trustco/
Great-West Life) 一 Ottawa watered down the mst40tiomnonfinancial corpor吸ions could own as much 础 65 per cent of financial companies, obliged only to ensure 由此 35 per cent of the -voting stockw吨 traded publicly. The Ontario Securities Commission,
too , opened ownership provisions for brokerage .firms.
On Bay Street, provincial der:egulation measures toolζeffect on
June 30, 1987 - the so心alled Big Bang 二 while Hocl由1 was st诅
slowly pushing' his own law through Parliament in Ottawa. They
were three years behind Quebec.
Parizeau, following the events from his Universi皑白 MontI"臼I
C缸npus office , was meanwhile. witnessing the realization of his
long-range econon:ric plan. French Canadi.ans were 'investing bi1lions i Ii. Quebec companies, and billion-dollar capital colossi lilre
the Laurentian Group were starting to stretch 伽ircorporate teu-·
tacles a

bi

the $5 .4 billion grocery chain, through a'minority partnership with
Bertin Nadeau in his Unigesco hql过ing company.
Bill 75 blew the lid off the Canadian fii1ancial indus町， which
outside of Quebec had not alerted itself to 也e impact of the coming chlli1.ges. The Oanadian Bankers AssocIation even pleaded with
Parizem.J. to slam th~ brakes on his deregulation measures and co~
operate with a federal-provinqial study of the industry before ta.king action. Ontario started laboriously ex缸时由且由e possibility of
deregu1,ation , andin early 1984 federal IT由lister of state for finance
Roy MacLaren set up a comniittee to mull over the future of fourpillar institutions. Its members came from 也e finan Cial indust叮
itself -'at the time still nervous aqoQ,t the possible effects , of precipitate change ~ andincluded Banque Nationale president
Michel Belanger, Wood Gundy president· Don Bean, Mouvement
Desj盯din~ president Raymond Blais , Canada Life Assurance president Ed .CraWford, and Montreal econon:rist Marie-Josee Drouin.
The committee was headed by William Dimma, a.partisan Liberal
and head of the A. E. LePage Ltd. real estate company. As it happened, while t 1).e committee was deliberating,. LePage got swal-.
lowed, in n:rid-1984, .into Edward and Peter Bronfman's Trilon Financial Corp. empire. Trilon, of. course, had adirect mterest in
regulatory changes and was vigorously lobbying its own case
through numerous high-level political channels.
几 The blue-ribbon group - wllich one observer called a "supper
club" - eventually st.umbled into a pa也 of political quicksand
when a federal election brought the Tories to power in the late
summer of 1984. The new government started looking' for its own
solutions , though the Liberal-sponsored committee continued to
meet.
But Ottawa had already n:riss.ed the boat. In Quebec, one-stop
financial supet:Q1arkets tool王 off while Ottawa w;臼 still scratching
its head. It , was a , classic case 6f reality running aheadof policy:
And it was' especially embarrassing at a time when dubious· banI岱
in Alberta werecollaPsing and shady trust company scandals were
exploding in Ontario. In 1985, the new Tory n:rinister, B町b盯a ‘
、:M;cDou，gall， who.showed little ii1terest ii1 the MacI"aren group's
suggestions, began rummaging. in· Parizeau's law for ideas and ta~
bled a deregulation green paper, quicldy dubbed 气he groan paper."
Embraced by some and disn:rissed by oth~rs，也e green paper's phi-··
10sophicaI pigmentation turned a bilious shalie
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If the 1980s have witnessed a cult "of capitalism in Quebec, it is not

Ex

the first time an, economic movement has sprung from the FrenchCanadian spirit.· The cαisse populai:γ'e (credit union) rnovefi!.ent is
one that has been gaining momentum in the province for nearly a
century. The Mouvement Desjar也n8， as its central organization ,is
called today, is a financialleviathan whose nationalist mission and
old-styleQu命臼ois populism is to miIIiom of French Cma4ians a
ltind of socio-economic religion.
The oldest credit-union network in North America, the Mou阴阳
ment Desjardins isby f町也e biaaest and the stronaest.The sixth:
largest financi:;tl institution in Canada，出e. Mouvement p~s€)d $30
billion in assetsin early 1987-an awesome critical mass of
Quebecois capital accumulated in two decades after f证ty years of
slow progress from small-townbegim由19S 旭 L的is: Today, the
Mouvement is an immense financial pillar bu;ttressing the Quebec
economy, with35 per cent of the province's retail b anIung m盯ket，
19 per cent of the commercial-loan business, and control of two

i

、 liS

'insurancecompanies; a t l11st cOll]-pany, and the largest 缸回oured
t l11ck fleet in、 Quebec.
And to the intense nustration of its critics, the Mouvement Desjardins .,..- as a financial "co-operative" - pays a preferential 臼x
rat~ of about 17 per cent.' Sltrplus e缸咀ngs in 1986 were 声 225
million.
The'Mott飞rement's Montreal headquarters is in the Place Desjardins , a 'massive shopping mall and , hotel complex built adecade
ago as amonument to 也e strength and endurance of Quebec's cooperative movement. Architecturally, the building is something of
a marvel; its four beige-coloured towers .stand one on· each corper,
and inside a vaulting atriuD;1 rises heavenward.
Wallting p创t the Place De司 ardins， one cann?t. miss a modernist
sculpture inscribed: "La soci创 de demain ap'part~endra toute' entii~re it ceux飞 qui savent s'unir" (The future' belop.gs to those who
unite). Faria capitalist slogan, those words are uncannily close t。
由e writipgs' of a beax:ded Germap. gentleman who was not noted .
for his ideological chumminess with Adam Smith. But in the .
N!ouvement Desjardins, an institution founded on the hard rock of
, a'paradox , the rhetoric of Karl Marx has been ingeniously aqapted
for a Quebecois historical script.
On the fortieth floor of the south-east Place Desjardws tower,
outside the office of Mouvement president Claude Beland，出ere
are .subtle signs everγwhere of the quasi-religious nature of the
cα:isse populaiγe cult.Exeputives Mthe hallways display a cheerful c'ollegiality that 'seems unusually pu叩oseful to an outsider. The
men all wear gold, hexagonal ·lapel pins, like members of some
secret society. In a waiting.room ne缸 M. Beland's office, one of his
aides., a bright and handsome young man who seems to spealr no
English, produces an eighty-page booldet called Rejleicions .d'Al- '
phonse Desjardins. It. contains salient pronouncementsof 由e
Mouvement' s 'founder, prophet; and high priest.
"Here is op.e I think you might be interested in," says the young
aide; pointipgto a passage under the heading "L'a:venir national"
(Our National Future). The passage reads: "Organisons-nous sur ce
terrain; sf nous ne sommes pas des .millionnaires , 'devenons au
moins un peuple millionnaire . . . il n'y aura pas d'obstacles que
nous rie surmonterons pas, pas d'opposition que nous ne briserons
p邸， p岱 de conquetes qiti nous seront inaccessibles!!!'.' 0ve must
org创:llze ourselves, for if we' are not millionaires let us at least

bi
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nie d'Assurances); Antoin气 Tu口nel ,(president, Placements Turan
Inc.); Robert Parize~u (p resident, ，Sod盯can Inc.); Michel Peπon
(preside风 NOflllick Perron Inc.); Yves Pratte (l awyer, partner,
Clarkson Tetrault); JamesDavid Raymond (chairm钮; Cemp Investments); H., Arnold Steinberg (vice-pI:esident, Steinberg Inc.);'
George S. .Mann (president, Unicorp Canada); Robin Abercrombie
(p resident, Roberts Creel王 R~sources); Sam Abramo",:itch CPresi&mt, United Wes~bume Industries); Michel Baribeau (chai口nan，
Baribeau & Fils); He凹e Belzile (president, Alli ance, Compagnie
Mutuelle d'AS81mam-vie);William Beraen(COIlsp1taIIt);Mam
Bourgie (president, Urgel BourgieLt臼:); Jean Charton (chairman,
Herdt & Charton Inc.); Claude Ducharme (p artner, Desjardins ,
Duch~e， De司 ardins & Bourque); Gilbert .Finn (chairman, Assomption, Compagnie Mutuelle d'Assurance-vie); M缸γLamon- .
时ne (corporate director); Andre Latre血e"(chairm钮，Alta Construction); J. Conrad Lavigne (chairman, J.GιCorp.); Gilles
Mercure (p rofe,$ sor, Ecole des Hautes Etud臼 commerciales); J.
Robert Ouimet (president，岛附p由es J.,..R. Ouimet Inc.); .Gilles
I' Roch (vice-chairman, Banque Nationale); Maurice Soucy (chairman , Nap. Dumont Ltee); Paul-Gaston Tremblay (chairman,
PrimO-Gestion Inc.); and Lo uise B. Vaillancourt (chairman, La
Fondation Armand-Frappier).
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become' a millionaire people' .. . thus there will be no ob,stacles
that we caxmot surmount, no opposing force we CatU10t. defeat , atld
no conquests that are not witl让n oui powers!!!). 、
A few rnoments later.in his spacious but sp盯e office, Bela缸
and is
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character of the "ca挝isse pop" movem
丑lent
仁.
t由
ha
挝t 让
i t was nationalist 仕
from 由
tlle beginning. It was de缸出现Al
phonse Desjax也us wanted French-spealdng Quebeckers toget together to create reserves of capital," says Bel缸划， a small, trim,
white-haired matl with a slightly gnarled face. "1 like to desctibe it
as social·cα州的1."
There can be little doubt that Alphonse De电jardins would. be
elated with the size and influence of the movement that today
bears his name. The Desjardins credit-unionnetwork counts 1,375
ω缸ses popula的s， 11 regional federations , 26 ,386 employees and
4 ,147,239 members - all organized underthe cα，isse centrale umbrella of the Mouvement D叫 ardins. At the top of this gigantic cooperative pyramid sits Beland, a Montreal lawyer who became
president of the Mouvement in early 1987, followi吨， the sudden
illness and death of his predecessor, Raymond Blais , who was considered one of'thegreat figures of Quebec's econoniic revolution二
Few were surprised by Beland's ascendancy , to thepresident' s
office. A disciple since his childhood, he was brought tlrrough the
Desjardins priesthood' by his father" Be时 amin Beland, a prosperotls Montreal businessman who ran the; local cα:isse popbranch
in Montreal's Out.remont district. Claude, who grew up ill Outremont, attended Brebeuf like most of his contemporaries from that
well-to-do neighbourhood. He worked in the cαisse office p盯ttime
as a cashier whilestudying 1aw at the Universite de Montr，臼1， later
teaching commerciallaw there and writiri且 threebooks on the cooperative movement. He joined the Mouvement 幽 a legal adviser
in 1971,: and a decade later became head' of the Mouvement' s insurance comparues.
Today" fifty.-fiye-year-old Belandcontrols a financi al, empire
rivalled in influence in Quebec only by the government-owned
Caisse de d句。t - a Desjardins p盯tner in many ventures. Both
are equally feared and resented in Qu~bec by opponents of
Queb伐。is ecoqomic nationaIismAmong.Desjardins-owned companies are La Sauvegarde life insurance company G目171 million income, $7 billi

Credit Industriel Desjax也ns ， a. commerciall。但1 company (nearly $400 million in assets). It also owns
10 per cent of 出e brokerage house Brault Guy O:Brienj and 1',As:..
surance 句ie Desj 盯也ns ， another life insurance firm， '}l邵阳4 billion
in force and a 24.8 per cent return-on-capital rate that is the highest of all insurance comp但由s in Canada (sec-ond-ranked Stand盯d
Life has only a 15.9 per cent return:ιon-capital rate).
Thr，刨出 its investment arm" La Societe d'investissement D叫册、
dins (SID)，也e Mouvement also holds large stakes in major Quebec
corporations that, collectively, returned a $35.6 m血ion profit on
$403 million in revenues in 1986. The SID holds , for e4 ample, a 20
per cent share of Marcel Dutil's CanamManac steel-products coriipany, a 30 per cent stake in the Provost Co叩. transport firm , and
a controlling 52.5 per cent interest in Culin缸，也e large food company that includes Vachon Cakes.~
The Mouvement, thοugh in theory cormnitted only to the social
improvement of its members , is not avetse to a Httle corporate
muscle-flexing now and· then. Indeed, as the' abortive 1970 takeover. attempt of Culinarby U.S.~owned Beatrice Foods demonstrated，缸~y forei自1 proprieta叮 ambitions directed at the company
'. are 'fegarded, and treated, as. a.hostile politicalact against the economic interests of the Quebecois collectivity. Quebec's agriculture
minister, Jean Garon, said precisely that when the province inves~
ted $11 million, thiough. the Crown corporation S6quia, for 39 per
cent uf Culinar's sh盯臼扭 1977. And adecadelater, in early 1987,
the Mouvement spt~rned a $200 million bid for Clilinar from
Ouimet Cordon BIeu. The Caisse de dep6t , which also owns a
chunk of Culinar, actually was'wi)ling to sell its sto~k but Cordon
BIeu wanted either l!∞ percent of the sh盯'es or nothing. The
Mouvement Desjardins would not budge, and' the deal fell tlrrou血.
"Culinar is our patrimoine company;" says Beland. "We're holding on to 让"
More recently" the Mouvement· scored' a tal{eover coup whose
psychic spoils were even more grat的ing. In the early 1980s，出e
Mouvement' s armoured-truck fleet , SECUR, was engaged in a ship'"
lriclring competition wi由 B出监-'- each controlling about 45 per
cent of the Quebec securities-transportation market, with' Wells
F盯go talring up 'the 10 per cent 'slack. Soon the 伽TO big firms
started imdercuiting each other, fi,l1ding themselves in a. PYrrhic
standoff as bo也 lost money just to stay in the war.
sets under
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The Mouvement" was born on December 6, I'佣0 ， in the kitchen of
AlphonseDesjardins's white clapboard house in Levis ,.where 130
local artisans signed a pacte social. The founding members pooled
their savings in the same cαisse， cori::u:nitting themselves to three
nights of unpaid, work at 出e lending office everγweek. The 虹rst
cα:isse populaiγ'e opened in the same ]:louse - at 8 avenue.MontM创e~onJ缸1u盯y.23， 1901. A month later, it had accumulated
$242.80, and by. 1905 也at amount had reached 阳，000. Desj盯"
dins's house today is aMouvement-owned museum 缸ld mecca to
which more th~ 2 ，∞o disciples malre an annual pi摆出nage.
The house, built in 1882' by Desjar也ns， was donated to the
Mouvement by his dmSIter AIbertine in1938.It was r创tored in
1981 and today is occupied by three staff members , .including a
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corporate histori~l11. The Mouvement also owns a corporate retreat
in Levis called L'Institut Cooperatif Desjardins, .a pagoda-like
building used for training .sessions of M6uvement employees. It is
rented to outside groups, too. Thebuilding contains siA1:y-four bedrooms , eight lounges , a bar, and a dining room. With twenty-one
employees, it boasts a 60 per cent occupancy rate and about $1
million in income、 for the nine months it is open everγye盯·
Alphonse Desjardins, who w甜 born 缸1 1854 into a family of nine
children, was a deeply conservative bleu who, after studyipg commerce, launched a careeras a journalist, first at L'Echo de Levis
and then at Le Canadien. He later landed a job in the provincial
legislature editing the debate speeches, and fou~ded the conservative newspaper L'Union cαnadienne. Then, in 1892, he moved
to Ottawa to work 掘出e French-language stenographer of the debates in the House of Commons.
It was here 出现 Desjardins first got 也e idea forhis cαisse popu胃
laiγ'e movement. In 1897, a ye盯 after Wilfrid Laurier took office,
Desjardins was following a heated argument 坦 the House when
one honourable gentleman' fromQuebec expre白ed his astonishment and outrage that a' French Canadian had been forced to pay
肘，000 interest on a $500 loan. Desjardins was '. horrified by this ,
and he immediately set out to do something about the γα:vages.de
l'usuγe. .Starting in 1898 ,' he conducted numerous correspondences with co-operatist movement organizers in Europe, and two
years later.North America's first credit union washom::'
If出e founding ideas behind the Mouvement Desjardins were
fervently anti-capitalist, the banks especially were viewed as monstrous.· perpetrators of greed. The big banks , such as the Ban1r of
Montreal, had already started to pull out of' rural Quebec, and to
some degree the cαisses were merely filling a vacu,um. Socially
conservative 缸ld profoundly Catholic , the Mouvement received
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cely concealing a sinister smile. "One was going to buy the other
and it was just a matter 'of time."
With close to $30 billion Jn back-up capital , the Mouvement
could afford perseverance. It dug 坦 and waited for Brinks to surrender. The war was won on February 18 , 1986, when Brinks gave
in, :sold its Quebecωsets to 也e Mouvement , and ignominiously
retreated fro m. the province. Every Brinks truck was repainted
brown and beige and labelled "SEGUR." The Mouvement today con.troIs more 由an 90 per cent ofthe Quebec market.
It was a talreover richin irony when one recalls Brinks's role as
the armoured getaway. fleet for Royal Trust during the 1970
provincial election. Rene Levesque, in his memoirs, could not resisto noting the revenge factor in 由e Brinks talmover. Alluding to
the. Royal \Trust affair, Levesque writes in an ironic footnote: "La
Brin1{S dont l'achat p盯 Ie' 昌ouvemement Desjardins , cette 缸mee
meme, m'est. app a1u comme une tardive mais douce revanche."
(The talreover of Br:in1王s by.the D间j m;dins government this ye盯
struc1r me as a tardy but sweet revenge.) Levesque's reference to
the Mouvement. Desj~dins 臼 a "government" is a jest that none
'the less reveals theconnection betWeen the Mouvement and the
nationalist cause.
Not surprisingly, the Mouvement has' attracted a fair share of
criticism. Much of it is vituperativeνanti-Que悦。ois raili吗， .but
some obj卢tions are levelled more Q.i.spassionately. Cynicism about
, the Mouveinent's quasi-religious 讪lpetus is. not in short supply,
particularly now th旺扰 has become so huge. In certain 血nanciq.l
circles, it is abhorred for' its essentially' collectivist nature.

.-画.. .、_.‘.

* The Quebec co-operative movement in fact began. in different forms. 拉1 the
eighteenth century. In 1789. the year the FrenchRevolutton exploded,
Quebec's first mutuelle咱也 insurance company started - La' Soci岳te bienveillant de Quebec 一咽din the-1830s a "mouvement mutualiste" emerged
in the .province, Interestingly, the first French-Canadian in~urance comparnes dealtin life ins1.1rance while the early anglo ∞mp缸咀esm 也.e province
tended· to sell fire insurance - su岳esting' that francophones invested in 由e
security of the ne:¥tgeneratio:r;t while Wglophones were more concerned with
the here and now. Towards the end of the ninl:)teenth century when big
outs"id e insurance companies expanded into Quebec, francophone nationalists united in opposition, and the co-operative movement was to a si且
nificant extent born from those sentiments.
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socio-religious cnaracter: "IIi. French Canada it was held by 也e
more uninhibited advocates of the corpor3;te and co-operative
movements that throud1Catholic dedication and adventurous
啡， the effulg，出t 在nius of tP-tl race wo嗣 secure ω 抗 Wh低
叫 IneIteal and cybemetic strenath had aiven to 也e lumpen .at).gloPhones Qua阳: of soui and spirit wop.ld make good the material
deficiencies." Black hastens to 盯gue 出现 the moveJ;llent was allied
nly incidentally to、 the fascistic tendencies of national socialism
flar切g up in other parts of 伽 world 创 the time. St血，出ecα:isse
populaiγe ideology wωprofoundly conservative, collecti飞vist， and
anti-liberal, add did wattract the riSIt-1耳ring nationalist element of
Quebec society.
，
/le
、
It was mdoubtedly die M011veIIlent's mtLcapitdiEt orientation
出at made it difficult for Alphonse De司盯dins to get cα四se populα的 leaislation passed.In 1906, after Desjardinshad lobbied for
five years in Ottawaa proposed Bill finally made it to the SenateThe upper chamber cer四l~niously quash~d the Bill with a bluster
of 011traae.After a fair amount of squabMins, however, dm lesslaa
ion wωfhdIy passed in the Commons over d1e Senate's objeom
tions-One mm who came forward and spoke in favour of the Bill
was a youna prot686of pdme Minister Lauder named William
Lvon Mackenzie King.
That debate abo;t the philosophical u :tJ,de ti>innings of the
Mouvement Desjardins continues today, especially in view of
Claude Beland's recent clamouring for legislative changes permittinSCOEOperatives to benefit, lilte mutual-insurance companies,
from financial-services der哈ulation. Callin且 the' Mouvement Desiardins "un gros poisson d;ms un petit bocal" -(a big fish in little
bowl-Bdmd aIII1011IIced in early 1987Ms intention ωset up a
down-stream holding compa町 simi!盯 to the one created by Laurentian Group.It would he able to issue stock, buy IIOn-finmcial
companies, and expand beyond Quebec.
Itis time， Bdadbelieves， ford
也leMoωm飞v
阳
r
not merely，倒 it has been calle<;l, "un geant qui sommeille" - a
sleepinaamt.(The MOUWInent is certainly aaiant compared wi出
other caaadiaI1credit-union oraaIdzations-The Ft71α.nciα1 Post
500 lists tlle Mouvement' s 1986，倒sets 'at $25.7 hillion, while the
seconq-Ia.rgest credit union in the country, the 'Vancouver City
Savings Credit Union, had 倒setsof only $1.5 b由ion.)
The Momfement is already, de facto , m intesratedfimmid-WM
vices group - owning b缸llffi， insurance comp缸lies， a trustcom-
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not just 也e blessing of the Church but its vigorous support. Most
cαisses populai:γes were named after the local parishes , and priests would cenimoniously sprinlde water at the inauguration of a
new branch. Desjardins's manifesto , Le 0α techisme des Q，α:isse
Populaiγes" was actually co-~uthored by a priest, l' abbe Philibert
Grondin. ' \.
: By 1910, the ye缸~ the manifesto was published, Desjardins had
already become quite a celebrity on the public-spealting 'Circuit. In
1908, he had travelled more than 5 ,000 ~les， given 52 public
speeches, and addressed 150 private 扣nctions. 'During 1910, Desjardins travelled to Massachusetts to deliver a total of 22 speech臼
inEnglish, which he spoke fluently.
By the time of his death 扭 1920， Desjardins had achieved an
almost saint-like stature in.Quebec. He did not li白 to witness the
full social and economic impact of the massive industrialization of
,the province, especially the incursion of foreign multinationals.
But it was not long afterDesjardins's death that Premier Alexandre Taschereau was accused of selling Quebeq out to anglo capitalists - a sent恤ent: through which the co-operative movement
found a' renewed γα:ison d'etre. The menace to Quebec's Frenchspeaking culture was nQw the ravages of foreign economic domina-'
tiori. The battle-cry became more compelling, needless to say, after
the Crash of 1929. Once again，由e Church offered、moral and intellectual support. Indeed, one of the greatest voices of co-operativism was the 'Dominican' priest Georg~s吕enri L的esque， the
longtime Laval dean who founded a chair of Co-operation at the
university.
In his biography of' Maurice Duplessis, Conrad Black sugg，ωts
that , the co-operatist elan 由at emerged in Quebec in 由e 1930s
, may have been related to.' Bergsonism, the French philosophical
movement named after Henri Bergson. An anti-materialist thin1ier
whose 1907 work, Oreαtive 血，olution， was received as a masterpiece of modem thinlri晤， Bergson's idea of "entelechy" is certainly compatible with French-Canadian nationalfsm.Philosophically opposed to finalism , which holds that destiny is
shaped by uncontrollable forces ,. the concept of entelechy assumes
出现 destiny can be controlled from within by decision and action.
It is easy to. see how Bergson's views , as a social philosophy; would
have attracted adherents among French-Canadian co-operatists. 、
Black; who describes the cα:isse populaire
,
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The Entrepreneurs: The
Corporate Apprenticeshipof
Daniel Fournier and the
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Daniel Fournier，出e 32-year-old owner of Montreal's 121-year-old
ogilvy department store , is p缸1: 6f the new breed Qf francophone ,
entrepreneur - highly educated, perfectly bilingual, financially
shrewd, and super ambitious. There are many others like him in
Quebec today, bright, young businessmen walldng confidently'
throughopen co叩orate doors that; a decade ago，也ey would have
had to ldck down. For them, the 出ning is right. Fournier knows
that history- has tilted in his favour, and he is t，un吗ng it to his own
advantage.
Indeed, when the Nesbitt f缸:riily， whi9h had owned Ogilvy since
1927, signed away the store to Foun出r in the spring of 1985, it
w~ a corporate capitulation influenced as' much by historγas by
the balance sheet. For more than a century, Ogilvy - or Ogilvy's
础 it w倡 once c a11ed , ' - was a more-British-than-Harrod's estab'lishmeIit that attracted its carriage-trade clientele with ceaseless
devotion to tradition, inCluding 也e appe缸:ance ever烹 day at noon
precisely of a MIted baapiper who marched dIroud1dm store's
aisles playing a highland favourite , usually，\、
Daniel Foumier was the 白
fir脱
st 仕
franc
∞
op
内
hone
岭
e eve
町r tωo own b 昌斟纠
咀
iIvy，
and as soon 岱 n
囡
eWs of the pu
盯
lrcha
创se re
创
ached 由.e news
叩
pa:呻
pe
矶
瓦， let田
r
t缸ers
阳 be
哈且a扭
I且Itωop
仰
ou
盯
1叮r' into the store aslring who he was and insisting
tllat he not t但nper with the traditions 出现 had made Ogilvy's one
of Montreal's most cherished retail institutions.
Fournier, virtually' unknown in the Montreal business milieu ,
was a football st盯 tumed land developer and Ogilvy w倒也.e latest
acquisition in his rapidly expanding collection of .downtown pre-
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a brokerage finn. But legislatic;m would free up its huge
capital funds and pennit the MOUWInent to acquire a biaser piece
of dErapidly concemtratinafinancial-services sector.And, lthoudI
the Mouvement is also already operating on intematio时 mone:
rna此ets， d叫ulatio川'ould permit it to talre over 阳lpar阳 oub
side Quebec in'the same 'Yay Power Corp. and Laurentian' GrouD
have been making aggressive t a1reovers beyond the province.
Those ainbitions have raised certain questions. If' the Mouvement issues stock, how will the organization belong to its' members
when the .public at l~ge also has a: proprietary right? 啊lat would
happen to 也eM~uvement's tax-exempt status? In early 1987，由e
Mouvement answered the first question when its trust company,
Fiducie du Quebec - which is allowed to issue stock -.:... made its
first public offering. .It issued $20 million insubordinate, nor问oting stock, a suspiCiously i1l1democratic policy for an Qri但也ation
that sets great store by high-m坦ded co-operative principles. 'The
Montreal newspaper LαPγ'esse immediately accused' the Mouve锢
ment of "apartheid" shareholder policies. 'As for the matter of its
tax statU$, the Mouvement' s position is that it wants to retain 'its
fiscal advantages while benefiting' 仕om 也e deregulatory change二
That, some have remarked, is 描king. for the proverbial calre and
wanting to eat' it too.
)
Beland a曲时ts 由at 由e Mouvement .is, by necessity, "less pure"
，简 a co-operative movement than 让 W倒 in the past. But he 盯gues
由at， in a changing financial 如dust町， it h描 to adapt to realities of
the m~ket ， in order to maintain its position of strength and, ult抽lately，恤lprove the social condition of Quebeckers.
"0盯 objective ismt to crush our competitors,"sayi BdmdR
'Ouro问ective is merely to respond to the needs of our members
阳
F
by involving them in the Moωm飞v
nomjcall忖
y and sωO
∞ciall抄
y. We are not' a financial institution like the
飞 others， and you must always rememberthat."
The next few years will reveal how successfully the Mouvement
can meet its goals' of diversi命ing and expanding beyond Quebec.
But its red chaHense will undoubtedly be wid1in the province ib
self-In a society which is beCOIninaincreaSindy inaviduaIistic
and free-market-oriented, the collectivist MomFement DeRjardins,
while 扰 w血 unquestiol1ably continue to grow in size and power,
rislrs appe甜ng more and more like an outdated, socio-economic
cult from Quebec's conservative past.
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pact on otherlanguages , even one spoken by a majoritY, and to invade
it with.foreign vOfabulary, foreign turns of phrase; and foreign habits
of thought (which can scarcely be 、 dissociated from language). Eventually, it is argued, non吃lite langliages are relegated to t p.e sphere of
"folklore"and survive, if at all, in corrupted form. 4
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The size of governments at alllevels increased 由rou
吨
ghou
川tCana
时
da_be~
tweer丑11960 and 1980 (ωd由O
∞
ug
且
h the Quebec state grew 飞·低
at a， 吼
su
阳bs挝tan
旧
l业ti旭ally
凶凶
飞f扣
f臼as创te町r rate than government in comp缸able jurisdictions such as Ontario).8
State expansion in Quehec during this period was shaped by many of the
same forces promoting public-sectoz growth h d advmced capitalist societies: a Keynesian consensus on the role of public spending in promoting
economic grow白， and publici demands for social welfare programs. But, as
问
】E叩
抖lace
p
臼
ew
回咐
i让t由
恤
hina Fran
缸
an
we saw in Chapter 3, the rise of the Queb t:: c state tωO∞O优k
C∞op
抖ho
肉阳
旧one nationalist 仕amework. In 由e ideology of the Q凶et Revolution,
the Quebec state was explicitly "conceived as aninstrument in service of
the iIIterests of French Canadians-H9h contrastpo other areas iI11Canada
or the United States , e吐lnic promotion became a central (though not ex国
clusive) concern shaping publicpolicy in Quebec. Thus , as the stat巳 as
su日led a more prominent p础性on in Quebec soci哟， its nationalist "mission" inexorablY affected the places of English and French in 出巳 Montreal
『
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Therole of the provincial governmentin Quebec's economy expanded dramatically after 1960. Public expenditures represented 17 p呵cent ， of Quebec's gross domestic product h 19617by 19839that aglxe had climbed close
to 30 percent. .The provincialbureaucracy gre飞甲 from around thirty thousand
employees in 1960 to ).1early a hundred thousand by 1980, and thousands.
. mo~e were employed in local health, education, and social service "para~
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Rene Levesque, as usual, put the matter succinctly: when you control
economic life" he said, you controllinguistic life. 5 To sUrvive and s'φanouir
(blossom) culturally, Francophone Montreal 、 needed to" represent something mo;re than a French translation of the economically dominant EnglishspeakingwQrlq. "That is why," asLeslie notes , "quite apart from the economic aspirati()ns of a [Francophone] middle class; the 'language of , high
丑ld the qoardroom is considered to have
technology, senior manageme时， an
s igr
扭
ni直canc
臼
e."
special 剑
As Fran比
l∞
CO
opho
∞
I丑le na
刽
ati
世io
∞
nalist怡sm
丑10
由
bili
诅ized Over 由
the
臼与 e' and other language
issues, every Quebec provincial government between 1960 and 1985 deployed various instruments of public policy-economic development programs" educational reform, and language policy--.:....to reshape Montreal's
economy in the , interests of the French-speaking majority. Between the
Quiet Revolution and the early 1980s, the Quebec state actiyely intervened
in the economy toattack linguistic disparities in income , establish French as
the normallanguageof work and consumer activities in Montreal, jrancise
the "external face" of business in the city, and promote Francophone control
over key economic institutions. The policies were undertaken at 由epro材L
ciallevel, where Francophones solidly controlled the levers of power, but it
was the Montreal situation that motivated policymakers in Quebec City.
, By the 1980s, aided by certain market trends , state policy had helped
transform Montreal's economy and promote an economic reconquest of
sorts by :f~ench-spealcing Montrealers. The power of An~lophone capital,
and the use of English as a language of management, remained substantial.
Nevertheless , by the 1980s, Montreal boasted a dynamic and innovative
Francophone managerial elite , greater use of French in city workplaces , and
pronou!1ced reductions in income disparities based on }anguage.
The nature of thes E; economic changes , and an analysis of the forces
- promoting them, is the focus of the next two chapters. In this chapter, we
~xamine the policies put into place between 1960 and 1985 that sought to
improve the po;?itions of Francophones and the French language in Montreal's economy.Chapter'‘ 8 then provides a detailed assessment of the economic impact of these policies.

Francophone Economic Development
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few Franc∞QP肉ho∞ne臼s held p1罔
I丑1让咀idd
咀le-~and senior-level management pos"itions in
Montreal's Anglophone-controlled private s己etor. 飞 However， thegrowth

of the provincial bureaucracy, combined with expanded _emplorr::ent in
schools. social services , and health care institutions , produced a Francophone~己ontrolled public 刻ternative to the Anglophone同COIl\Iolled 'privatesector labor market.Unlike the upper echelons of private industry, French
was established as the mam language ofcommunication in the state 年ctor.
A 1982 s盯'ley
l
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tains that COEQ functioned as a'''strategic locus" whereby the interests of

parapublic institutions. An additional 2.4 percent ofmetropolitan' JIy1ontre,iPs
labor force was employed by the Canadian gov缸nrheht -All oUheseinstitu~
tions employed Francophones to a much greater degree than did th己 private ，
sector, and 忡by
， 1981 an estimated 23 .4 percentohil
m
日
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tha况tCOEQ':垃's impact was lim
n让iit恒ed. As Dal~
丑
Thomson points out, 66meeting only oncEa month h Quebec City or Mo吃
仕eal， [COEQ] coUld' not produce well-documented re♀0口unendations. "
cotQ members ZWere busy mmwho fomd it di血叫t to do much more
than attend the meetings-p, Thus, under these ckcmnstmces , COEQ"fomd
让 easier ， to endorse recommendations put fo rW ard . . . by goverrunent
departments-p, IrorlicallypaccordiI1g to Thomson, despite the amhitious
plans ofeFmcophone busine臼men for COEQ , it was 坦刷出自 id?ntifled
with the FraIlcophone new middle class , tsuch as Rer16L6vesque, Jacqlles
p;iz;~~，- ~d-Ci~ude Mo~in， who usedCOEQ to exert/ influence over the
Lesage goverrunent's economic development..a.genda. 16
though Francophpne businessmen did not_ control 由e agenda of
Quiet Revolution etatismιpolicymakers were nevertheless committed to
using state power to expand也e Francophone presence in the private sector.The architects of the Quiet RevolutiOIl were nationalists, not socialists ,
and the, state was seen as a valuable tool h rectifying the historical weakness of Francophones in Quebec capitalism.、 During' the Quiet Revolution
and after-two main economic development strategies were pursued:public
suppor t for EEra缸r削
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of limited economic opportunities in the upper echelons of AnglophOnecontrQlled businesses , increases in public-sector employment in Mo:qtteal
and across Queb'ec after 1960 provided jobs for an upwardly mobilenew
Francophone middle class oUechnocrats , teachers , social service workers ,
andpolicy entrepreneurs.
The "state' sector"also emerged after 1960 as q Francophonecontrolled locus of managerial jobs: over 98 percent ofthe senior and
intermediate-level managers in Quebec's public administration in 1982 Were
FrancophOne. There were , of course , Francophone managers'entering the
private sector in the 1960s'and 1970s. But, the numbers were small: in
1970, only 12.7 percent of the recent graduates of the Universite de Montreal were working in the private sectorY Until private corporations in
Mon位eal significantly francised, Quebec's public adi:ninis位ation and state
corpo:rations would represent a crucial source of managerial jobs for Francophones. Moreover, the public sector would serve as an important training
ground for Francophone managers who, as Montreal francised in the 1970s
and 1980s, could then move into the private sector.
Beyond providing employment for Montreal's Frqncophone new middle
class，也e exparided Quebec state also soughtto nurturethe developmentof
a Francophone capitalist class in Montreal and across the province. '1 argued
in Chapter 3 出at Montreal's emergent Francophone middle class was the
driving force behind the state .expansion出at began in the early 1960s.However, as W山缸nColeman， Dorval Brunelle, andothers havedocumented;
certain elem~nts of a nascent Francophone "b'ourgeoisie" also envisioned
"state capitalism" as a vital tool to advance their economic ainls. i3 Michael
Behiels notes 由at by 1960 "French-Canadian businessmen; suffering from
the pow~rful' competition of the larger and more' dynamic Anglophone and
An1erican corporations, became increasingly supportive of the demands
being made by this new professional middle class for an active , secular"
Francophone-oriented Quebec state." 14
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enterprises had 缸
a cc臼es臼s .tωo more than 160 progra缸
a虹
m
n骂
ss of ec∞on
∞
lωornic assistance,
hellldiIIg low---iIItemst loans, loan guarantees, research and development assistance.md provimial government equity and debtharICing;FrancophonecontraIl二de归甲ises have been the cons Cious beneficiaries of 白白e programs-17The most important Of the Quebec gove口unent's direct business
assistance programs has been the Societede developpeIIlent industriel
(SDI) , created iI11971.The SDI provided "gaphmeing"一supplementing
the funds private financial institutiorisrnigh 飞 be .Willing to lend a 直rm---c-:-to
stimulate economic develOPIneIIt in sectors promISing high productivity, exPMpotential, and good wages 18Between 1971arid 1981，也e 卢DIe子tended $602million iIIhmcmg to arms kltlmMoatreal region approxlmately 60 percent of total SDI allocations).19
In ad创on to business assistanceprograms , public enterprise was a
centralieat\.rreof Qu

The nationalist economic policies of theQuiet E.evolutioilc由问ated
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"mIXed economies, "md cdledfor govermmIIt hte凹ention "to. compensate
for weakless h the pztvate sector, to msure cohereIIt development, and
吐le presence ofdomestic influence in strategic sectors. ".21 Nevertheless; 如y
the end of the first Levesque a也出国位ation，皿d cert白让y during 由ePQ运
secondma豆date (-1981-1985)，出e fiscal imperatives of advanced capitalism
and the triumph of pro-business technocrats in the party had resulted in economic policies 也at veered away from public planning and social democracy,
toward the more corpora世st model of public support for private enterprise:
!lli~r 1980,. according to Thomas Co阳
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companies to invest in finance comp叫es， usepublic deposits
to grant commercialloans, and to diversify into areas such as mutual insuranee, property management and, through holding companies , into commercial and industrial investments. 26 All told，也is was quite a record for a government labeled "antibusiness."
We shoUld not exaggerate the extent to which promo出g the interests
of Francophone capitalists was a top priority of the PQ. "Ethnic" criteria
never compl~tely displaced conventional "eca.丑omic" criteria in state economic policy~for two main re手sons. First; English-Canadian and Arneric皿
capital occupied an integral place in the Montreal and provincial economies.
Thus , any provincial government wishing to stimulate economic grow由 and
create jobs was a hostage t。由e disinvestment pOwer of non-Francophone
capital. This was especially true for 也e Par.\i quebecois in 也elate 1970s as
it sought to boost a saggirig economy amid public fears 也at the party's sovereignty option was a formula for eC0I!.0mic disaster. It was no accident 由at
one of Rene Levesque与自rst actions upon bec。因ing premier was an attempt
to reassureNew York financiers 出创 aseal rest?iIIt and ecommie stab诅ty
were PQ priorities.
Second, contrary to the analyses of scholars such as Gilles Bourque,
AnneLegar已 and Pierre Fournier, a1吐lough 出e PQ was interested in helping Francoph。因 capitalists ， the promotion of a Francophone "1!ational bour'geoisie" was n刨出e dl拼η仇:g goa Z-of the party.27 Many of the important PQ
programs of its first years in power-language policy, public automobile insurance, campaign finance reform; anti-strikebreaker legislation, and, fo艾
出at matter, the party's Quebec sovereignty option-generally incurred the
wrath of the Francophone business community. The limits of nationalism in
PQ economic devi刨.6pment policy were displayed in 1977 when the provincial
government awarded a $92 million contract for 1, 200 buses to General
Motors , rejecting a bid from Fr?Jlcophone-controlled B~mbardi-er.· In defending the government's decision, Premier Levesque emphasized the economic'need to attract investments from multinationals such as GM, and cautioned against adop也19 "a criterion of pure 'cultural' preferenc~ 由at would
soon lead to the cr.eation of a genuine econom
j
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Beaudoin, of course, conveniently neglected to ~ention'the" Ii町的us
- government con甘acts Bombardier had received 由roughoui: the 1970s ~d
也e substan6alhaTIdal assistance it had been giveIIW state Corporations.
In additi.on, both the Canadian and Quebec gO飞Ternme证s would pb。说deini
POEtaIIt export assistance to Bombardier as it penetra1ed dass transit vehide markets abroad h thelate197Os md198Os.Nevertheless-舱 1977
GM- Bombardier episode does reveal 出at the Quebec state wiSBot 由e
pur气 instruine吐 of Francophone capitalistsand th a.t conventional ~a~;o~e己0
mmc conems-白白白g growth and inve由ient一often took 严
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such an investment fund as a 出reat， and George Marler,· who represented the
views of "St. J缸丑es Street" in 世Ie Lesage cabinet, voiced his opposition.
Despite Anglophone business resistance，也e SGF was estaBlished,
明白 an initial $25 million public-private subscrip甘0丑， and wi也 Pare as 出e
first chairman ofthe board. BY, all ac.counts, the SGF wasa disappoin恤lent
iJ;J. the 1960s ,. functioning more as a bail-out mechanis !Jl for nearly b缸虫rupt，
family-owned French-Canadian businesses 由囚 as a supporter of new, dyn缸nie Francophone enterprises. 32 Almost half of the SGF运 holdings in 1965
was in Marine hidus柱ies，也e Simard far回坊's troubled construction company, and in 1971 出e SGF lost $8 million on investmentsof $50 rri皿lon. 33
In the 1970s, however, the SGFwas reorganized, established as 血
autonomous state corporatio丑， and given an infusion of new capital. Under
the leadership of aggressive Francophone managers emerging from 由e
pro项丑C白 revitalized educational system, the SGF began having a real impact as a holding. comp皿y that nurtured the development of large private
corporations under Francophone con位01. For example, in 1975, a $6.8 million investment by the SGF helped Bombardier acquire and modernize the
Montreal Locomotive Works complex. SGF assistance-along 明白 other
loans from public agencies , government contracts , and m征ke也19 assistance'------enabled Bombardier to become one of Quebec运 most successful
corporations，明白 1988 sales of $1 .4 billion and international market niches
in the production of mass transit vehicles and snowmobiles. In 1982, Bombardier outbid severalleading U. S. companies. to gain a $1 billion order for
New York City subway cars and become the North .Am,erican leader in mass
transit equipment. By 1989, Bombardier had diversifiedinto a wide range of
transportation 且elds ， includi且g aircraft manufacturing, acqui血g Canadair
·Inc. .from the federal goyernment in 1986 and gaining a foothold in 1989in
the European aircraft industry by buying Short Brothers of Belfast from the
British government. At present, 80 p,.ercent of Bombardier运 business is 10cated outside Canada, and the company "represents one of the greatest suecesses of state-supported private enterprise" in Quebec. 34 The Bombardier
story illustrates how the SGF had. become a prominent contributor to the
development of a' Francophone capitalist class by 也elate 1970s. By 1986,
the SGF itself held assets of $1. 4 billion. 35
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FmCOPEone capitalist class 出租 state ente明忧 Threeimportant state
~orpor3'tion~-the Societe g，合lerale de financement (SGF)，也e Caisse de
均创tplacement， andEydpQMbee-werecmtedOM却anded during
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mat prev也led through the lat~ 1950s. The days of the segregated,
all-English work units describedby the Genm.-on Com呵ission 缸efa曲毯，四d
there is widespr~ad recognition 由at 1mowledge of French is increasingly
essential to socioeconomic advancement in the city. The "burden of bilingualism" is no longer exclusively shouldered ~y Francophones. In 1985,
67.6 percent of the_Montreal Anglophone workforce dedared itself b出ngual，
up 仕om 43.4 percent in 1961;16 More strikingly, unilingual 缸19lophone'i constituted, in 1961; 32 percent of Montreal's highest paid workers; by 1985,
t 也ey represented only 7.8 percent of the city's best-paid employeesY In
1961 ，因监职al Anglophones represented 57.1 percent of the best-paid
English-speaking workers in Montreal; by 1985，也em诅ingual component of 、
highly paid Anglophones had declined to 31.7 percent.
By the 1980s, it had become increasingly difficult for Anglophones in
由e Mon位eal labor market to prosper with9ut at .least a working 1mowledge of the language of 也号 city's m司 ority. Anglophones working in ldcal
operations for Montreal corporations are expected to be bilingual. Even in
head offices, generally exempt :from the francisation provisions of BillI01 ,
39 percent of Anglophone employees in 1979 had second-language job requirements, up :from 10 percent in 1964. 18 Mo丑treal corporations w诅 ree口企
也诅ingual Anglophones , but the expectation is that these employees will
undergo language 1:J;aining and gain a working 1mowledge of French. ~ As
斤αricisation has progressed; job opportuni世es have diminished for unilingual
Anglophone 号 aso血ce workers and 'sales personnel, occupations 吐latinvolve
either substantial publiccontact or linguistically heterogeneous workplaces.
In short, as 由e 1981 SECOR study puts it, "It is still possible in Montreal to
get a.job without knowing French, provided one is willing to limit one's career. B监19ualism [ha司. . . become virtually a necess红y precondition in
m;囚y firms for upward mopility." 19 This development represents a m司 or
transforma世on :from only twenty-直ve years ago.
All the evidence suggests 由at MQntreal workplaces increasingly func. tioned en 斤。nr;ais by 也e '1980s. Although" French had not yetbecome by
1979 出e "normal and customary" language of work envisioned by B血 101 ，
its status in the Montreal economy "advanceq considerably :from the late
1960s. The :fragmentciry evidence presented by Monnier through 1983, and
impressionis

in Montreal. 21. In head offices'andcorporate acti材ties
Quebec markets, English still prevails as
operations 出at French has made its most significant headway.
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regulating the industry, Francophone insurance companies have be6ome
increasinglymportant participant$iIIQuebec'shmcial mzkets.The most
powerful of these insurance comp阴阳， LeGroupe La Laurentienne , has
seeII its assets grow from E$100 million ia1975to$4.5billion h 1985
to almost $15bill-Ion h 1988, chieay through spectacular internal growth
and numerous , remunerp.tive acquisitions. 29 La Laurentienne has taken full
advantage ofderegulation, opening 叩 Canada's 仕st "full ser吼叫 financial
supermarket in .its、 Montreal 0血ces. "30 The. company h~s diversified into
ban尬lg(witlithe acq11isitiOIldLaBanque d'句缸gne de la cite et du district
de Mo~treal) ， trust companies , real estate, and financial services, and has
penetrated markets h EIlglistlCanada (with its control ofthe Toronto闰based
Eaton Financial Services) , the UnitedStates , andGreatBritain. As already
indicated, the Mouvernent Desjardins 'isalso amajor force in the Quebec
insurance industry, with l'Assurance-Vie Desjardins , La Sauvegarde, and La、
Securite among its holdings.
Ti:ust comparues are Canadian 自nancial institutions that act as fiduci~
aries-managing priVate investment portfolios and estates--E--andhamid
intermediaries. Although Anglophor,ie-controlled companies such as Royal
Trust st山 dominate'the Montreal market, major gains have been made by
Francophone-controlbd companies, such as the tkust g6nerale du Canada
andthe Desjardins-controlledFidude du Q116bee-In additiOIL FrancophOEes
gained con位01 of several .formerly Anglophone companies in the 1970s and
1980s, such asthe powerful Montreal Trust Co.that was controlled by Paul
Desmi四s'Power Co叩oration until it was sold to Bell Canada Ente叩rises
. in 1989. 31
4. The Montreal Stock Exchange. A sign of the growing dynamism in '
Francophone-controlledarlandal markets was the revival in the 198Os ofthe
Montreal Stock Exchange (ME).Historically, the ME was mother bastion
of Anglod1one EImcial power, m important institution of the era when
St.James Skeet was CanadakWall Street, and Montreal was the handal
capital of Canada.After the 1930s, however, as Toronto displaced Montreal
as Canada'SEIlandal center, the importance of the ME waned.Fewer and
fewer AIIglophone compaIlies listed their stock with the Exchange, and h
the 19705-with the dyIIamie growth of the Torontoiexchange and the linguistic 讪stab诅ty in Montreal and Quebec-the 民rcentage 0
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controlled bank within hailing distance of Eng]ish-Canada's "Big Five"""-:':at
least in the Quebec marke t. The Banque nationale had assets of $31 billion
in 1988 and, even though that isconsiderably less than the total assets of
such English-Canadian b副主s as Royal Bank ($110 billion) and the Bank of
Montreal ($78.9 billion) , BNC is am司 or force in Quebec corporate finance: 24
The ~xplosive grow.th of the caisses pφulaires-credit unions of the
Mouvement DesjardiJ;ls-alsoinjected new dynamism into Montreal and
Quebec financial markets. The caisses populaires were founded 缸11901 in
the French-Catholic parishes of rurallQuebec as a means of retaIDing local
savings for local investment, and as a way of raising capital in Francophone
communities neglected by Anglophone banks. Mter '1940 , . a substantial
number of caisses were opened in Montreal and by1974 the F，创eration de
Montreal des caisses Desjardins possessed over $325 million in a与sets. 25
By the mid-1980s , the provincewide federation of caisses·known as
the Mouvement Desjardins contained more. than fifteen hundred caissesρopu
laires and, despit~ the locali.stic roots of the caisses, had become a Montrealheadquar:也red holdi且g company. By 1988, helped by provincial government
legislation permitting caisses pφulaires to finance subsidiaries with funds
raised in the market, the Mouvement Desjardins held assets approaching
$40 billion, including diversified holdings such as the Societe d'jnvestissement Desjardins, which buys shares in industrial firms , and 也e Credit industriel Desjardins , which offers large business loans. 26 Other major ,enterprises connected wi出 the expanding Desjardins empire include. seyeral
insurance companies , substantial sh缸es of the BNC, and a controlling interest in Culinar,- Inc. , a Quebec food-processor whose attempted takeover by
the U. S. multinational Beatrice Foods was blocked by the De写jardins investment. The caisses populaires are particularly important in non-corporate
finance , controlling, in 1987, 45 percent of Quebec's residential mortgage
market, 32 percent of its consumer credit transactions , and 38 percent of its
personal sayings. 27 -B y 1988; the Mouvement Desj红也1S was ,Canada's sixthlargest deposit institution.
. There still is a localistic, Fmncophone communal spirit imderpinning
the- caisses pφulaires: "almost all Quebec Francophones , including their childrell" 28 have accounts in 也e ca
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In this paper, we explore how nationalism in Taiwan and Quebec has been affected by
trade liberalization. [1] In particular , we explore the way in which political , business and
intellectual elites have used trade liberalization to shape nationalist agendas. In Taiwan ,
the economic reform of the mainland has increased the interdependence of the Taiwanese
economy with the Chinese mainland and reduced the maneuverability of nationalist forces
to further the pursuit of political autonomy. Hence , Taiwanese leaders have used
nationalism to search for an acceptable political discourse that accommodates the identity
of the people in the context of regional autonomy and the Cl aims of the mainland
government to protect Taiwanese interests through constitutional guarantees. In Quebec , .
on the other hand , nationalists have viewed the liberalization of free trade as a means of
furthering an independence agenda while weakening constitutional approaches that have
heretofore dominated the Canadian political landscape. Hence , efforts at constitutional
reform , which were previously accommodated by nationalist forces because of the
reluctance of the majority of Quebecois to vote for outright independence , have been
influenced by an appeal to free trade.
While the study makes it clear that Quebec and Taiwan are different in fundamental ways ,
we also think they are comparable in some respects. One fundamental difference is that
Quebec is de facto and de jure a pa 时 of Canada whereas Taiwan's case is more complex;
it has not been a pa时 of the Chinese mainland in any meaningful way since 1895.
Furthermore , while Quebec may be viewed as a classic case of secessionism , [2] the
struggle over Taiwan is associated with irredentism. [3] In spite of these differences ,
however , there are commonalities between the two territories in terms of the types of
claims that are being made and the convertibility of those claims. The nationalist pa叫 es in
both cases sharein a search for national identity in the face of global and regional
pressures over which they both have limited contro l. In Quebec , the search is related to
the protection of culture and language as well as independence from the rest of Canada.
In Taiwan , it is a response in part to the identity needs of the islanders , in part to the needs
of the Taiwanese government to develop a viable negotiating strategy vis-a-vis the
mainland. In addition , nationalists in both territories see themselves on the political
periphery in relation to central authorities; both have group affinities across borders , both
accommodate the agendas of nationalist leaders , and both are challenged by counter
claims of the nation state.
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Because of these commonalities , we think it is useful to look more closely at how
nationalists in Taiwan and Quebec have used the liberalization of trade to further (or not)
their nationalist agendas. A major reason for doing so is an assumption that globalization
and trade liberalization are modifying the organizational and political context in which
nationalism flourishes by enhancing the strength of regional and subregional identities at
the expense of the nation-state. [4] Therefore , before looking more closely at the way in
which nationalist elites have used trade liberalization , and the language of trade , to further
nationalist agendas , we briefly discuss nationalism in relation to globalization and
regional/subregional identities as well as the characteristicsof nationalism in Quebec and
Taiwan.While we also assumed that trade liberalization , whether in the form of an
international agreement like NAFTA or theeconomic reform of China , would strengthen
nationalist agendas in both territories , the stu dy demonstrates that the relationship is
more complex since nationalism is shaped by global and regional politics as well as issues
of trade.
Globalization and Regiona l/Subregional Identities
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Globalization and trade liberalization serve both to support and weaken
regiona l/subregional identities. [5] Regional and subregional identities become the bases
for forming strategies to deal with global competitiveness , but in the process , they
transcend the secure trading spaces of the old economic regimes based on national
markets and nation states. [6] Whether regions are linked by formal agreements such as
North America and Europe or by market-driven alliances as in East Asia , it is widely
recognized that they begin to redefine geo-economic and geo-political understandings.
Within larger regional identities , subregions also take on new force as the nation states of
which they are a pa 时 or with which they are associated are themselves reshaped by
globalization. Within regions and subregions , therefore , the processes of development not
only seem to run counter to older patterns of economic growth grounded in the nation
state but also become contested spaces with no fixity orinevitability of formation. [7]
Hence , globalization and emerging patterns of regional trade open , or appear to open ,
new opportunities for subregions to affirm their identities through nationalism.
One reason why nationalism and trade can play upon each other within a subregional
context is that economic globalization does not , and cannot , involve the structural
integration or coordination of national markets. Instead , it leads to the internationalization
of some national spaces more than others , the growth of "local internationalization"
through the development of economic ties between local and regional authorities , the
deepening of multinationalization as transnational corporations form multiple linkages to
enhance their own growth by exploiting local differences , and a division of labour which is
shaped increasingly at a regional or subregionalleve l. [8] Far from homogenizing
economic space , the processes involved in globalization actually involve the reordering ,
and sometimes the reinforcement , of differences or socially embedded forms of
competitiveness , as in the case of relations between Taiwan and south China. [9]
Alternatively , they re-align trading relations , as in the case of Quebec. Either way , they
can , and sometimes do , open spaces for the articulation of nationalist interests previously
muted or aborted. On the other hand , theories of institutional spilover imply that there is
potential for increasing political integration within regions as a result of trade liberalization ,
which , in turn , can weaken or contest exclusionary forms of nationalism based on
geography , ethnicity , culture or religion. [10] Both types of tensions exist within Taiwan
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The shifting re-alignments caused by globalization and regionalization also have an impact
on governance. [11] While the nation state remains a privileged space for governance , and
some states are clearly more important than others , there can be little doubt that multiple
forms of interdependent governance mechanisms are evolving. In addition to the state ,
they include cartels , associations , clans , networks , alliances , and the market with the la忧er
being more important subregionally. Because the countries of East Asia can be thought of
as a form of open , market-driven regionalism in contrast to the neo-sovereign or neoliberal regionalism of Europe and North America , subregional identities , based on clans
and networks , have played an active role in shaping economic and political activities. [12]
This certainly is the case with respect to Taiwan. In some respects , therefore , the
privileging of national reunification on the pa叫 of China can be seen as a response , not
only to historic aspirations , but also to the unleashing of subregional forces by an opendoor policy that furthers geo-global interdependence. Hence , the contested status of
Taiwan cannot be understood simply in terms of contiguity or intra-country political
arrangements but must also be assessed in terms of subregional economic and political
linkages. In a similar fashion , the process of national identity in Quebec has been
enhanced by globalization as the Canadian state gives way to pressures from above and
below. On the other hand , the process of globalization also challenges , in fundamental
ways , the homogenizing drive of nationalists in Quebec because it presupposes multiple
levels of economic and political governance. [13] Hence , nationalism can be as unstable
as the nation state itself as multiple forms of governance emerge in a global environmen t.
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The nationalist movement in Quebec , like nationalist movements elsewhere , has been
grounded in a sense of deprivation. Deep down , the sense of deprivation has been fed by
socio-economic and cultural grievances that have led to demands for independence from
the rest of Canada. [14] Where the grievance has been cultural , it has also been
associated with the protection of language in order to avoid assimilation or cultural
dominance. With either type of grievance , however, political pa时ies have played an
important role in articulating grievances as well as in providing alternative visions of
nationhood.
The current wave of nationalism in Quebec is related to the Quiet Revolution and the
quest for cultural preservation. The Quiet Revolution , or awakening of Quebec , came with
post-war economic prosperity , the rise of a new francophone business class , [15] and the
growth of universities. [16] From 1960 to 1967 , Quebec became declericalized , a new
generation of university graduates challenged the old leadership , a new nationalist party
was formed , and Charles de Gaulle , in an official visit as president of the French Republic ,
called for a free Quebec. The call electrified the young of Quebec and highlighted for the
rest of the count叩 a surge of new struggles over the protection of the French language , a
demand for greater political autonomy and the resurgence of Quebec's economic power.
In the beginning , the struggles centred on the Quebec government but gradually , as
demands for independence and sovereignty-association with the rest of Canada took hold ,
the contest turned to the federal government in Ottawa.
The subsequent rise of the nationalist movement was closely associated with the "Parti
Quebecois." The pa叫y was formed in 1968 and took office in 1976. Support came primarily
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from the young , nationalists , unions and working class voters in resource-based industries ,
all products of the Quiet Revolution. During the 1976 election , the pa 同y promised , as pa 叫
of the electoral campaign , to negotiate sovereignty-association with Canada if it won a
referendum , which it would hold in 1980. In the end , the referendum was defeated largely
because the Canadian prime minister of the day promised the people of Quebec
constitutional renewa l. [17] When the "no" side succeeded , he attempted renewal but was
only successful in entrenching a charter of rights and freedoms into the constitution. It
addressed none of the essential concerns of Quebec and further exacerbated relations
between the Canadian state and Quebec by giving English Canadians within Quebec the
legal means to challenge newly passed language laws which entr enched French
language rights against English. To protect itself, Quebec invoked a notwithstanding
clause exempting it from part of the charter of rights and freedoms , an action which in turn
led to charges of discrimination by English Canadians on both sides of the borde r.
Because of the impasse , Quebec and Canada were engulfed for a decade in a
constitutional wrangle that centred around various proposals associated with two federally
negotiated accords at Meech Lake and Charlottetown.
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Efforts to revise the constitution to accommodate Quebec demands proved elusive. [18]
The accords were defeated by lukewarm support on the part of the other provinces and by
limited popular support in the country. Each time an accord was defeated by the rest of
Canada , nationalist sentiment in Quebec flourished as the people of the province felt that
their aspirations for nationhood were thwarted. [19] Hence , the defeat of the accords led
eventually to a vastly revamped federal parliament in which nationalist sentiment in
Quebec coalesced around the election of a new "federal" pa时y called the Bloc Quebecois.
In a bizarre twist of electoral events , the Bloc became the official opposition of the country
in 1993 even though it was committed to separation from Canada. Another consequence
of the defeat of constitutional reform was the re-election ofthe provincial Parti Quebecois.
The pa叫y promised a new referendum on Quebec separation in 1995. Li ke an earlier
referendum in 1980 , the debate leading up to it was emotional and divisive , pitting one pa此
of the country against the other, federalists against separatists within Quebec , minorities
against majorities , and even leaders within the separatist movement against each othe r.
[20] The referendum , which was eventually held in 1995 , led to a very slim victory for the
"no" side. Because of the marginal nature of the defeat , the Parti Quebecois defiantly
called for a new referendum at a time in the future that would be political advantageous.
After two a忧empts at constitutional reform and two referenda , however , the Quebec
people were becoming less concerned about the nationalist debate and more concerned
about the economy and jobs. Faced with ongoing uncertainty about the future of the
province in the Canadian federation , they re-elected the Parti Quebecois in 1998 on the
understanding that it would focus , first and foremost , on good government and economic
prosperity. In 1998 , the Supreme Court of Canada also ruled on the legality of Quebec
secession and in 1999 , the federal government introduced a clarity bill into the House of
Commons in order to stipulate the requirement of a clear question on sovereignty.
Nationalism in Taiwan
Taiwan has an identity crisis that is also .deeply rooted in history. Historically , it has been
isolated from the Chinese mainland since the seventeenth century: colonized by the Dutch
and the Spanish , incorporated by the Manchu , occupied by the Japanese and ruled since
1949 by the Guomindang governmen t. Socially , there are four main groups: Minnan ,
Hakka (both called Taiwanese) [21] Mainlanders , and Austronesian aboriginals. However,
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nationalist sentiment is largely centred around the aspirations of the Taiwanese and
Mainlanders and two political pa 而es ， the Guomindang (GMD) and the Democratic
Progressive Party (DPP). Economically , several decades of stable development have
provided Taiwan an opportunity to become an economic gian t. The success and
confidence , which the Taiwanese people have attained as a result of economic growth ,
have empowered the islanders to counteract the authoritarian practices of the GMD and
even to react to the mainland. Militarily , Taiwan , aided by the United States and backed up
by Japan , has also developed a powerful defensive strategy that has served as
psychological protection against communist infiltration so that a status quo vis-a-vis the
mainland can be contemplated.

"D
"

In the late seventies and early eighties , a series of spontaneous social movements were
launched within civil society by farmers , workers , students , teachers , aboriginals ,
environmentalists , consumers and feminists. [22] From 1983 to 1987, more than 1,500
mass protests were organized. [23] In the context of this social turbulence , the DPP was
formed in 1986 , largely representing the Taiwanese who were disaffected with the GMD.
In the)early 1990s , the GMD itself split into a "mainstream" (basically pro-Taiwan) and a
"non-mainstream" (basically pro-mainland). In addition , some members broke away from
the GMD altogether and formed the Chinese New Party (CNP) in 1993. As a consequence
of renewed nationalist sentiment , Li Denghui of the Taiwan GMD succeeded in becoming
the first directly elected president in Taiwan , taking Taiwan , in contrast to the mainland ,
down a democratic path.
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Chinese nationalism was , therefore , first deconstructed by the GMD into a status quo to
maintain vested interests , and further deconstructed by the islanders via democratic
means into a form of Taiwanese consciousness to separate themselves from close
identification with the mainland. While diverse national identities can weaken the nation
state and maybe even democratization itself, Xu Xinliang , one of the DPP leaders , stated
the opposite. He believes that democratization can help solve the identity problem. [24]
Democratization , therefore , is being used to enhance Taiwanese consciousness at the
same time as it intensifies the partition between nationalism and localism among the
Mainlanders.
As a separate independent political entity , Taiwan may be considered a de facto nation
state. However , it is hardly a de jure sovereign nation. [25] Hence , it faces a dilemma that
is different from Quebec's. There appears to be no way for Taiwan to break away from the
mainland without invoking wa r. For that reason , both main political parties in Taiwan
invoke a political language which is at once pro-independence and pro-association with
the mainland. While Li Denghui antagonized Beijing , he also threw out the odd laurel
hoping thereby to maintain a status quo and reinforce a Taiwanese sense of separate
identity. It was a risky but useful strategy to hold onto power, according to Christopher
Hughes. [26] The risky nature of the strategy became evident in 1999 when Li Denghui
announced that relations between Taiwan and the PRC should be characterized as a
"special state-to-state (or to be more specific , 'country-to-count叩') relationship." [27] In the
process of arguing the special relationship , Li was negoti ating to prevent the political
isolation of Taiwan from international recognition and from participation in the benefits of
the liberalization of global trade. In this regard , there was little difference between the
GMD and the DPP. [28] Hence , the risk was tested again in 2000 when Chen Shuibian of
the OPP won the presidential election. He toned down Li 's position on the "special countryto-country relationship" in order to encourage across-the-strait dialogue; however , he also
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Unlike Quebec , therefore , where ethnic nationalism is represented primarily through one
party , nationalism in Taiwan is complicated by diversity and represented by different
pa 时 ies. To some degree , both the Mainlanders and the Taiwanese favour a state-oriented
rather than a culturally oriented nationalism in the formation of a modern nation. At the
same time , the former GMD government of Taiwan , which largely represented the
interests of the Mainlanders , recognized the cultural fault line between the mainland and
the island after several hundred years of European and Japanese colonisation. The
Taiwanese , on the other hand , appreciate that ethnic affiliation between the aboriginals
and the mainland Chinese is so feeble that a strong cultural bond cannot be easily
established. Both sides , as a consequence , turn to a political solution. Similar to Quebec ,
the Taiwanese people also make use of language as a symbolic cut-off point from the
mainland and support an independence movement in order to encourage a con stitutional
break-up of the ruling governmen t. However, there is also a difference. Quebec is linked to
Canada territorially. Taiwan is not so linked to mainland China. [29] Taiwan is threatened
militarily. Quebec is not.
Trade Li beralization and the Nationalist Agenda in Quebec

Ex
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While nationalist sentiments in Quebec and Taiwan clearly have historic roots that go
deep , the direction those sentiments are taking has been affected by the liberalizatibnof
free trade in North America and in East Asia. The free trade debate has been described as
a defining moment in Quebec and Canada's politicallandscape. [30] The push toward free
trade was initiated by the Conservative government of Prime Minister Brian Mulroney ,
which was elected in 1984. Prior to the election , the Prime Minister claimed that he would
notsuppo时 free trade because it would economically tie Canada too closely to the United
States. After the election , he changed his mind and fathered a trade agreement with the
United States in 1989 (Canada United States Free Trade Agreement or CUSFTA) , which
then became the basis for a subsequent trilateral agreement with Mexico under the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994.
In Quebec , political , business and intellectual elites were either neutral to , or supported
free trade , although organized labour was opposed , as well as some community leaders
and educators.3' Hence , in the free trade election of 1989 , the federal Conservatives eked
out an election victory and a second mandate in large measure because of Quebec. While
nationalists in English Canada strongly opposed the deal , nationalists in Quebec were
indifferent or in favour. Pierre Martin [32] said that support for free trade was a rational
political strategy at the time. Essential to the suppo时 was a lack of opposition from the
both the federalist (Pa时i Li beral) and the independence (Parti Quebecois) parties in the
province. Prior to 1988, the Parti Li beral had been cautious about free trade. However , the
growing antagonism of English Canada to constitutional recognition of Quebec's
distinctiveness within the federal system , the eventual collapse of the Meech Lake Accord
and the suppa时 of business forfree trade led to a reversal of position. In addition , the Parti
Quebecois , which also had been cautious about free trade prior to 1988 , turned table
because of the influence of Jacques Parizeau (an economist who , for a short time ,
became leader of the pa时y). Parizeau and subsequent leaders of the party continually
promoted the notion that the Quebecois had a natural affinity with the United States more
than with the rest of Canada.
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In a way , the free trade debate , combined with the rejection of the Meech Lake Accord , led
to a situation by the early nineties in which the two principal provincial pa 时 ies in Quebec
both advocated a greatly decentralized federation or outright sovereignty. [33]
Furthermore , the call for decentralization or sovereignty was increasingly perceived to be
less problematic and less a threat to the economic future of the province because of the
advantages of free trade. A fundamental recommendation for the dismantlement of the old
federal system came from the Quebec Li beral Party's own constitutional committee (the
Allaire Repo时). [34] The difference between the Parti Li beral and the Parti Quebecois
henceforth would be one of degree. While it continued to acknowledge a role for
federalism , the Parti Li beral nevertheless put the rest of Canada on guard by stating that
Quebec reserved the right to withdraw from the federation at any time in the future. It was ,
however, a subsequent all-party commission , the Belang er-Campeau Repo同， [35] that
made a direct link between sovereignty and free trade.
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The rep。此 acknowledged that the issues raised by the attainment of independence were
complex and a忏'ected every aspect of life in Quebec from economic development to
cultural protection. At the economic level , the Commission was of the opinion that free
trade would not be a hindrance and might even facilitate the transition to sovereignty. At
an international level , the Commission also perceived few problems in joining multilateral
agreements such as the General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) or the World
Trade Organization (叭厅0); it was simply assumed that Quebec "would likely be admitted
retroactiVely to the date of accession to sovereignty." [36] Similarly , the repo时 stated that
participation in regional free trade agreements would not likely meet with oppositionJrom
other countries. Furthermo 陀， even in terms of negotiations about a common market with
the rest of Canada , the commissioners were confident that existing laws and agreements ,
as well as economic common sense , would prevail in main taining as well as in enhancing
ties that fostered free trade. [38] A strong conviction about the merits of free trade for
Quebec nationalism was subsequently stated more boldly in a policy paper of the Parti
Quebecois [39] that was widely distributed in the province a few years late r. The repo同
extolled the virtues of free trade as a stimulus to economic developmen t. At the same
time , the party affirmed that changes in education , communications , and labour market
adjustment could be achieved by Quebec more easily than Ottawa , not only because it
had the constitutional responsibility for social programs , but also because it was better
able to articulate the wishes of the Quebec people.
Quebec business , particularly export-oriented big business , supported free trade , as did
business in the rest of Canada. [40] Unlike the rest of the country , however , some sectors
of business were less antagonistic to Quebec nationalism. One reason for the difference
was that Quebec nationalism helped to create a new wave of Quebec companies and
financial institutions that were beholden to the Quebec state. During the sixties and
seventies , "the dynamic role of the Quebec state and of the provincially regulated financial
sector encouraged francophones to become involved in business , and francophone
control of private enterprises grew rapidly." [41] Prior tothe Quiet Revolution , the Quebec
economy had been dominated by companies controlled by English Canadians or
Americans. The nationalists encouraged instead the creation of an indigenous business
class with strong loyalties to Quebec. An important way in which that was achieved was
the infusion of public funds through organisations like the "Caisse de depot et de
placement" and "Ia Societe generale de financement" into investments which favoured
provincial companies. In addition , the Quebec government suppo同ed and encouraged
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cooperative institutions like "Ie Mouvement Desjardins" to provide capital to small local
companies so that they could respond to regional markets and create local employmen t.
[42] The impact was powe厅时， not only in creating a sense of nationalist pride , but also in
laying the ground-work for increasing ownership of small and large Quebec enterprises in
many sectors of the economy as well as the emergence of multinationals like Bombardier
and Power Corporation.
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One of the side advantages of being a provincial government during the negotiation of the
regional free trade agreements was that the subsidies that helped to create Quebec Inc.
were not immediately challenged by the United States. Regulations on tari忏:s ， subsidies
and countervail applied initially to the federallevel of governmen t. For that reason , it was
easier for many Quebec business leaders to suppo此 the free trade agreement since there
was little threat to the subsidies, at least in the short term. On the other hand , the Quebec
government realized that it was only a matter of time before the old nationalist model of
economic development based on public suppo此 would be challenged. It began , during the
eighties and nineties , to change its policies to give greater weight to private companies
engaged in expo 时 trades. It placed increasing reliance on cooperative funds rather than
direct state support. Furthermore , among large export-oriented companies that had no
particular loyalty to Quebec , free trade led to a softening of their support for federalism
because it lessened the need for federal protection from the nationalist agenda. [43]
Hence, while business associations like "Ie Conseil du patronat du Quebec" and
"I'association des manufacturiers du Quebec" continued to favour the federalist cause on
constitutional issues , they no longer were unanimous in their suppo时.
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Support for free trade within the nationalist camp came as well from Quebec intellectuals.
In a spirited debate between two political scientist, [44] Daniel Latouche from the
Universite du Quebec Montreal argued with Philip Resnick of the University of British
Columbia about the reasons why Quebec supported the free trade agreemen t. Resnick , a
self-declared English nationalist who prior to 1988 had been a suppo 时er of nationalist
demands in Quebec , complained to Latouche aboutthe lack of support Quebec
nationalists had given to English nationalists in their hour of need. In reply, Latouche
expressed bewildermen t. He saw no reason why nationalists in Quebec should express
gratitude to their English confreres since English Canada had refused even minimal
constitutional reform for Quebec. Furthermore , he claimed that nationalists in Quebec did
notsuppo时 free trade to snub English natinalists. Rather they supported it to further the
cause of sovereignty and independence as well as to defend Quebec￥ language culture in
the face of continentalism. In a "memoire" presented to the Belanger-Campeau
Commission , Latouche went even further and concluded that an independent Quebec
could fend for itself better than a provincial Quebec in the face of a new international
economic order. [45]
Ina similar defence of the benefits of free trade for sovereignty, Ivan Bernier, [46] an
expert in internationallaw, reported to the Belanger-Campeau Commission that he saw
few legal barriers to an independent Quebec joining the GATT or extending free trade
agreements to include Quebec. Rodrigue Tremblay (1991) , an economist, was more blunt
in his support. Acknowledging Resnick's contention that English Canada's attitude to
Quebec deteriorated because of Quebec's suppo叫 for free trade , he opined that any
Canadian government , whatever its political stripe , was likely to support free trade in the
future. Therefore , he thought it highly unlikely , and certainly undesirable , for business in
Quebec and the rest of Canada to become antagonistic toward each other. Similarly , he
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felt that English Canada had little to gain , and a lot to lose , by keeping Quebec out of the
free trade agreements since it would be in the interest of the United States and other
trading partners to have Quebec included. He concluded that it would be a fundamental
interest for Canada and Quebec to continue a common market relationship whatever form
political and constitutional changes might take. [47]
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Support for free trade also camefrom editorials of La Presse (a newspaper with one of the
largest circulations in Quebec). While La Presse was not a suppo 时er of independence , it
nevertheless spokestrongly for Quebec interests. Furthermore , since the two principal
political parties in Quebec both suppo 叫ed free trade and special status for Quebec , the
suppo时 of La Presse for free trade served to reinforce a perception that free trade was not
a threat to the cultural and language concerns of the nationalist movemen t. Unlike the
Toronto Star, which was very specific about the disadvantages of free trade for English
Canada , "La Presse was generic in its advocacy of free trade ," [48] relying on words such
as "prosperity ," "stability ," "efficiency ," "economic development ," "economically dynamic ,"
and "economic liberalization" to validate its virtues. According to Parella , [49] one
consequence of the suppo时 by La Presse was that there was little public antipathy or
hostility to free trade. The critical debate on free trade also came at a time when Quebec
was still enjoying economic prosperity , which , in turn , stimulated supp。此 for free trade.
Furthermore , when trilateral talks for NAFTA took place in the nineties , the balance of
opinion in Quebec was sixty percent in favour and thirty percent opposed , almost the
opposite of public opinion in the adjoining (English) province of Ontario. [50] For the. public
as for the political and business elite , free trade was not a threat to the nationalist cause. It
was a benefi t.
Trade Li beralization and the Nationalist Agenda in Taiwan
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In East Asia , no significant trading bloc like NMTA has been built up. [51] Instead , there
are informal trade associations like the East Asian Economic Caucus (EAEC) , the ASEAN
Free Trade Area (AFTA) and the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). Given the
Lack of regional trading blocs , trade within the subregion of Taiwan , Hong Kong and
southern China has increased significantly and been labeled a Greater China Triangle.
[52] The territories within the subregion have used their economic strength to increase
theirbargaining power with other countries in the region. However, Taiwan's business
involvement in the Greater China Triangle creates a major political dilemma for the Taiwan
government in furthering a nationalist agenda. On the one hand , because of economic
reform and subregionalization , it is being integrated into the mainland market. On the other
hand , because of the One China policy , it cannot join regional and global organizations as
a sovereign state in order to diversify its economic interes ts. Hence , the demand for an
adjustment of political arrangements by the Taiwanese comes not primarily from ethnic
consciousness but from the interests of political economy. [53]
To outweigh the pull oftrade toward the Chinese mainland , a "Go South" strategy was
launched by Taiwan in 1994. The planning of the Asia-Pacific Operations Centre (APOC)
and the setting up of the Gaoxiong (Kaohsiung) Off-Shore Transshipment Centre in 1995
aimed to establish the Chinese mainland as Taiwan's economic hinterland and to create a
stepping stone to develop a regional market in Southeast Asia. However, the 1997
financial crisis in East Asia created political instability and economic unpredictability in the
region and the Taiwan economy continued to rely heavily on the mainland market. For that
reason , at the beginning of 1998 , Taiwan embarked on a second round of "southward"
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expansion. An "Action Plan to Promote Economic Cooperation with Southeast Asian
Countries" was announced in March of the same year. GMD-owned enterprises such as
Taiwan Sugar , Taiwan Salt , Chinese Petroleum and Centrallnvestment corporations and
GMD-supported companies such as China Development initiated many substantial inve
stment projects in the Southeast Asian region. Other private enterprises , however ,
especially manufacturing investors , hesitated to follow the "Go South" initiative after 1998.
[54] Because of the "fatal attraction" [55] of cheap labour and natural resources on the
mainland , Taiwan business was provided with the opportunity and flexibility to upgrade its
capital goods and high-tech skills in a sheltered market. [56]
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Essentially ，丁aiwan fears that "economic integration may undermine its bargaining power
in negotiations about unification or its bid to become independent , at least in a de facto
sense." [57] Aside from the Go-South policy , Li Denghui announced in September 1996 , at
the Third Conference on Business Management in Taipei , a policy of "Caution and SelfRestraint" with respect to China , the ultimate goal of which was "to regulate Taiwanese
investments of big enterprises and high-tech industries in mainland China. "58 Under the
policy , the Taiwanese government took several steps to deter Taiwanese business
interests from investing in the mainland. At the same time , the government aggressively
pursued a policy of increasing trade with Central America and the European Union in a
global perspective. By taking these economic measures , the government was attempting
to prevent a "hollowing out" of the state by over-reliance on the mainland market. [59]
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Nevertheless , Taiwanese business interests remained restive about the GMD's initiatives
to curtail investment and trade with China. To counterbalance Li Denghui's policy of
caution and self-restraint , they regularly bypassed the government's regulations and made
use of mainland investment to maximize profit and to step up the regionalization of the
Taiwanese economy. In response to government initiatives , they essentially adopted two
strategies: (1) technology transfers through a third country (e.g. , the Acer Group's capital
from Malaysia in Suzhou) , and (2) the use of international" capital to suppo 叫 mainland
projects (e.g. , Wong-叭long Cookies Company's capital from the Singaporean stock
market). [60] These and similar initiatives did not mean that businesses in Taiwan acted
directly against government policy , but it did mean that they looked for ways of
circumventing the negative effects of the nationalist agenda. While Li Denghui and the
GMD government worried about the unpredictability of mainland develo pment and
increasing hostility of the mainland government toward Taiwanese nationalist objectives ,
[61] busine$s leaders were more worried about the Asian financial crisis and the failure of
the first round of "Go South" policy.
Moreover, it was not only business which countered GMD policy. Increasingly , it was a
strategy of the DPP. In a DPP China Policy Conference held in February 1998 , there was
a hot debate on the issue of Taiwan's relations with the PRC. Two m 刮 or views were
expressed in the conference: one similar to the GMD's and the other encouraging "a
greater degree of engagement with China and lifting of the restrictions on direct trade links
across the Strait." [62] A policy of linkage seemed to be gaining the upper hand. Faced
with pressures of global trade and the possible loss of trade to China after the mainland
joined the WTO , the former DPP leader , Xu Xinliang , who served two terms as DPP
president and was a non-pa 叫san candidate for presidency in Taiwan , advocated that
Taiwan playa more active role in the mainland market. In a recent statement on economic
policy , Xu warned that theTaiwan economywould have its own future only when it could
"master the mainland market." If it failed , he felt that Taiwan would fore ver be "a substitute
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factory." [63] In November 1999, however, a white paper of the DPP announced that there
was no need to worry "about the economy of Taiwan being absorbed by China ," or about
being "limited to the two policies ofthe 'no rush , be patient' or 'courageously march west' ,"
but to balance national security with a common economic interest between Taiwan and
China. [64] Hence , while it seems that the DPP may be more inclined to independence
than the GMO , it is also possible that the independence movement in Taiwan may become
more intense as both major parties claim to be representing the Taiwan people.
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The OPP's position can be best understood in the context of the GMO's persistent
opposition to the mainland's 0忏:er of three direct links. The GMD regards the links as a
form of economic infiltration of its market and therefore its national security. The Chinese
mainland regards it as a mechanism to prevent Taiwan from declaring independence and
to promote unification. By resisting the three links , the Taiwan government is promoting
both nationalism and free trade. Ethnically , it realizes that the Taiwanese people would like
to build a separate identity. Politically , it invokes the benefits of democracy to maintain a
distance from the mainland's socialism. Economically , on other hand , Taiwanese
capitalists would like to take advantage of the huge market of the mainland. Because the
mainland market is so important , the Taiwan government has to make concessions to the
business sector, which takes every chance to circumvent the government's containment
policy. Faced with difficulty in operationalizing the "Go So uth" strategy , the government
has been forced , in spite of nationalist sentiment , to adopt a "Westward Policy" in order to
secure a share of mainland developmen t. Hence , trans-border trade challenges the
preference for political divergence.
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Still another economic battlefield between Taiwan and the Chinese mainland is emerging
around China's accession to the WTO. Because the WTO is a "non-political" organization ,
Taiwan and Hong Kong , as "customs territories ," can become full members of the world
body , in addition to the PRC. What makes accession "political" is that the Beijing
government insists that the PRC should be allowed into the WTO before Taiwan , although
the latter has been completing the necessa叩 agreements with current WTO members
faster than the former. Even though the mainland's economy is growing steadily and
progressively , the PRC's accession to the WTO might be delayed for months or even
years. Should that happen , it will push Taiwan into a more difficult and disadvantageous
position in developing its own international market and in competing with the Chinese
mainland in the Asian region. That is also one of the reasons why Taiwan is struggling for
a "special country-to-country relationship" in order to reposition itself in inte rnational
politics and prevent its hands from being tied by the Chinese mainland.
On the other hand , the preservation of Taiwan's political autonomy in the sea of shifting
Chinese identities will depend , in pa 时， on the sustainability of nationalism and a sense of
community. The importance of a sense of community (shengming gongtongti) to the future
of Taiwan was initially proposed by Li Oenghui in August 1991. He described it as a way of
affirming the principle that the fundamental basis of the modern state was not ethnic ,
religious or linguistic heritage but a sense of civic commonality 一 having the same destiny
regardless of the ethnic identity. [65] When Li Denghui unveiled the 228 Memorial on 28
February 1995 , he declared that one of the future tasks of the Taiwanese government was
to manage a great Taiwan and to bring together a living community of shared sorrows and
joys. [66] Following up on this sentiment , he pushed further , in December 1998 , for the
identity of the "New Taiwanese" in an election campaign. The New Taiwanese , according
to the then president , formed a "living comm unity in which all the people commonly living
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in Taiwan struggled for and (were) dedicated to Taiwan and the Republic of China ,
irrespective of the time of coming to Taiwan , languages or regions." [37] The symbolic
function of the term , New Taiwanese , was intended to dilute the conflict between Taiwan
and the mainland by creating a new kind of nationalism in which politics , ethnicity and
economics were amalgamated. It could also conveniently be described asa marriage of
nationalism and trade liberalization.
Conclusion
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Quebec and Taiwanese experiences with nationalism provide a picture of state-nationalist
relations that are at once complex and intriguing. Trade liberalization is only one of the
issues. The complexity arises from the history of both territories as well as the way in
which cultural groups within each territory have used opportunities , past and present , to
affirm their identity and to seek greater independence. There are , of course , differences
between Quebec and Taiwan. In Quebec , ethnic nationalism has continually challenged a
federal system of government and used democratic means to promote separation of the
two founding nations. In Taiwan , the GMD/DPP government has attempted to clarify
island/mainland relations in the name of nationalism and at the same time to provide a
vehicle for discourse and representation of island identity. Except for a small minority ,
there is not the language divide as there is in Quebec's dispute with Canada. On the other
hand , a long period of foreign colonization has served to fracture the sense of identity of
many Taiwanese while solidifying to some degree widespread resistance to dominance by
the GMD and interference by the mainland. At the core of differences between nationalism
in Quebec and Taiwan , however, is the pivotal role of democratization. While
democratization in both has enhanced ethnic nationalism , the democratic process is. not
likely to be threatened by Quebec independence , either for the people of Canada or
Quebec. In Taiwan , by contrast , democratic gains could be lost if the Taiwan government
attempts to assert the independence of the island in the face of opposition from the
mainland.

Ex

Furthermore , the language divide between Quebec and English Canada is much greater
than that between Mandarin China and Minnan Taiwan; at least , there are more disparities
between the English language and the French language than the Chinese language and
the Minnan dialect because the latter both have common characters. Ethnic nationalism ,
although tempered by liberalism and a commitment to pluralism , remains an underlying
force for Quebec to detach from Canada. Conversely , appeals to civic nationalism are
influential in determining the future identity of Taiwan. While nationalism is still a weapon
for Quebec to wrestle with Canada , it serves Taiwan by keeping the Chinese mainland at
a distance. In the near future , a new referendum may be used by Quebec , or more
specifically by the Parti Quebecois , to further its quest for independence. In Taiwan ,
however , a demand for outright independence will be met with military force from the
mainland. Consequently , Taiwanese nationalism is at once more nuanced and asse rtive
in its declarations and in its practice. Nuanced because the language of independence is
perceived as a threat to the unity of count叩 by Beijing. Assertive because Taiwan
desperately wants to maintain a distance from the mainland.
It seems also that nationalism , whether secessionist or irredentist , can be diffused as well
as strengthened by trade liberalization. There is no simple linear relationship between the
two , not only because of larger political issues noted above but also because of
globalization. "Nations and nation-states do not simply interact with each other; under
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modern conditions , they form -- or tend to form 一 a world , i. e. , a global context with its own
processes and mechanisms of integration." [68] Hence , nationalism is an insufficient
cause of political integration. In extreme forms , one type of nationalism is localization;
another is imperialistic internationalization. In between is a type of post-nationalism ,
through which nations and states integrate to form a "global-human condition." [69] On the
one hand , nation-states protect themselves from polifical aggression. On the other hand ,
they interact with one another through economic co-operation. In North America , Canada
and , through it , Quebec are incorporated into NAFTA , APEC , and the 叭厅O. In East Asia ,
China and Taiwan are integrated through a subregional growth triangle as well as APEC
and various global organizations. -Quebec nationalists seize the opportunity of economic
integration to highlight the claim for independence as well as their special status.
Taiwanese nationalists are ambivalent about economic integration , as evident in the
recent white paper ofthe DPP , because it loosens their bonds of national identity. As a
consequence , while trade liberalization provides a platform for Quebec to transcend the
status quo , the most that nationalism can do for Taiwan is to maintain it.
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Is the different response to trade liberalization due simply to differences in secessionist
and irredentist nationalism? We think not. While different forms of nationalism are bound
to condition responses , it is widely recognized that trade liberalization is influencing not
only nationalist sentiment but also national states. Trade liberalization has strengthened
nationalist sentiment in Quebec and Taiwan but it has also strengthened the economies of
Canada and China , thereby undercutting , to some degree , the value of separation.、 Hence，
the relationship between trade liberalization , irredentism and secessionism is complicated.
In Taiwan , trade liberalization gives the government and the people space to counteract
their mainland counterpart. In Quebec , it is used to assure the local populace that
separation from the rest of Canada will not lead to economic collapse. Furthermore , it
allows nationalists in both Taiwan and Quebec to affirm their identity in the international
arena. On the other hand , trade liber alization also plays itself out in the form of political
and economic alliances that are regional and subregional in nature. In the case of Taiwan ,
that strengthens the role of China; in the case of Quebec , the role of Canada. Hence ,
trade liberalization is a double-edged sword that gives scope to nationalist aspirations
while moderating the outcome.
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Desjardins Group
From Wikipedia, the 仕ee encyclopedia
Desjardins Group

The Desjardins Group (or Mouvement des
caisses Desjardins in French) is the largest
association of credit unions in North America. It
was founded in 1900 in Levis , Quebec by
Alphonse Desjardins.

Ins

Conjugl ersvoi l"S e1t是tres
,J

Type
Founded
Headquarters
Key people

Cooperative
Le vis , Canada (1 900)
Levis, Canada
Alban D' Am ours, President & Chief
Executive Officer
Financial services
Checking Accounts
Insurance
Stock Brokerage
Investment Bank
Asset-Based Lending
Consumer finance
39985 (2006)
www.desjardins.com
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Located mostly in Quebec but also in Ontario ,
Manitoba, and New Brunswick, it is composed of
536 local caisses populaires, which serve 5.8
million members. The entire system is regrouped
into 11 regional federations.

配可;
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Industry
Total assets at Desjardins Group reached $135
Products
billion CAD in 2006. This ranks it as the sixthlargest financial institution in Canada and the
largest in Quebec, ahead ofNatiorial Bank of
Canada. It had in 2006 over 39985 employees
and 7,020 elected and volunteer officers. In 2006 ,
Employees
it gave its members $483 million CAD in
Website
patronage allocations and $64 million CAD in
donations , sponsorships and academic
scholarships [1]. Mostofthis latter sum went to regional economic development and health pu叩oses.
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The Desjardins Group has over 11 subsidiaries, ranging from insurance services (Desjardins Financial
Securi守， Desjardins General Insurance) , real estate (Place Desjardins) , venture capital funds (Desjardins
Venture Capital) and brokerage services (Desj ardins Securities).
The Desjardins Group, through its subsidiary Developpement international Desjardins, is also working
in over 50 developing countries such as Burkina Faso , Vietnam and Mexico.
Desjardins Group is currently expanding outside the province ofQuebec: in 1992 it opened the
Desjardins Bank in Florida to cater to southbound Quebecers, particularly snowbirds and retirees; this
latter practice has also been adopted by a number of the banks in Canada.
Desj ardins is a member of:
•
•
•
•

CDIC
Interac
NYCE ATM Network
CBA
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2007: PQ government
would have sought
funding from
Desjardins to protect
Quebec economy in
event of adverse
money markets
reaction to separatist
government election
in 2007. Similar
arrangement was
done following 1995
referendum.
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Interr口ge pour savoir si , une fois 岳阳， iI allait imiter Jacques Parizeau et cr岳 er un fonds de
stabilisation de I'economie en pr自vision d'une victoire r岳ferendaire， Andre Boisclair a
repondu sechement : " N口 n. "" Je ne crains pas de I'insecurite au lendemain d'un
referendum. Je ne suis p曰s du tout inquiet ", a affirme Ie chef du Parti quebecois hier.
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Andre Boisclair eslime qu'une 岳ventuelle victoire du Oui a I'口 ccasion d'un prochain
referendum n'entrainerait aucune instabilil自 financiere. Le chef p问 uiste en est si
convaincu que , une fois 自 lu ， iI ne creerait pas un fonds d'urgence pour paltier d'eventuels
contrec口 ups ec口 nomiques comme I'a fait Jacques Parizeau en 1995.
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~，~i&eJgg-eecarte Ilid岳e d'un fonds

Joumal Le Quebecois

En 1995, Ie premier ministre Jacques Parizeau avait constitue une reserve de 17 milliards
de dollars en IIquidites au ministere des Finances, a la Caisse de d岳pot et de placements
du Quebec et a Hydro-Quebec. De leur c凸怡， la Banque nationale , Ie Mouvement
Desjardins et la Banque Laurentienne avaient accumule des IIquidites de 20 milliards.
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La somme de 37 milliards devait pallier pendant deux ans les contrecoups 岳C口n口 miques
d'une victoire du Oui au referendum. Elle aurait servi notamment a racheter des
obligations quebecoises en cas de vente de panique sur les march 自s etrangers. C'岳阳 it Ie
fameux plan 0 - pour" obligations" - de Jacques Parizeau.

And的 Boisclair juge
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que cette mesure ne serait pas necess曰 ire a la suite d'un referendum
qu'il tiendrait " Ie plus tot possible" apr自 s son election. " Ceux qui voudraient agiter Ie
drapeau de la peu 几 qu' i1s se rapp创 lent ce qui s'est pass岳 en 1995. Qui aurait pu prevoir
quelques heures avant Ie resultat du referendum son resultat ? Et est-ce qU'on a vu de
I'incertitude sur les march岳s financiers? Est-ce que Ie gouvernement du Qu 岳 bec et les
entreprises se sont retrouves dans une situati口 n plus difficile ? Non , Ie c口 urs de la vie s'est
p口 ursuivi 飞 a-t-i1 expllque.

Par ailleurs , Andre B口 isclair a affirm岳 que ， s' i1 est elu Ie 26 mars , il travaillera des Ie
lendemain a faire reconnailre un 岳ventuel Qu 自 bec souverain aupr岳s de la communaut 岳
internationale.
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du

Summary: PQ
government would
have sought
funding from
Desjardins if
necessary to
protect Quebec
economy in event
of adverse money
markets reaction to
separatist
government
election in 2007.
Similar
arrangements were
in place following
1995 referendum.

Interroge pour savoir quelle assurance iI detenait que les pays 自trang
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ELECTIONS 2007
At the following day of a gaining referendum
Boisclair draws aside the idea of emergency funds

Tommy Chouinard The Press

And 的 Boisclair

Inscription with the mailing list
Address courriel:

Questioned to know if, once elected , it were going to imitate Jacques Parizea
to create funds of stabilization of the economy in forecast of a victory chief c1 E
Andre Boisclair answered curtly: "Not" "I do not fear an insecurity at the follo Vl
day of a referendum. I am not at all anxious ", affirmed the chief of the
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estimates that a possible victory of Yes at the time of a fortho
referendum would not involve any financial instability. 丁he pequist chief is if
convinced that , once elected , it would not create emergency funds to mitigatE
possible economic by-e仔ects like made Jacques Parizeau in 1995.

Quebecois Party yesterday.

In 1995 , the Prime Minister Jacques Parizeau had constituted a reserve of 才 7
billion dollars in liquidities to the ministry for Finances , the Case of deposit an
placements from Quebec and in Hydro-Quebec. On their side , the national Be
the Desjardins Movement and the Laurentienne Bank had accumulated liquid
of20 billion.

The sum of 37 billion was to mitigate during two yea陪 the economic by-effect
victory ofYes with the referendum. It would have been in particular used to
repurchase Quebecois obligations in the event of sale of panic on the foreign
markets. It was the famous plan 0 - for "obligations" - of Jacques Parizeau.

Andre Boisclair judges that this measurement would not be necessary followi
referendum which it would hold "as soon as possible" after his election "Thos
which would like to agitate the flag of the fear , that they remember what occu
in 1995. Who could have envisaged a few hours before the result of the
referendum his result? And did one see uncertainty on the financial markets?
government of Quebec and the companies were found in a more difficult sitw
Not , the course ofthe life continued ", it explained.
In addition , Andre Boisclair affirmed that, if it is elected on March 26 , it will we
of the following day to make recognize possible sovereign Quebec attached t
international community.
The electoral platform of the PQ envisages a unilateral declaration of the
independence of Quebec after at more the one year of negotiations with Ott8'
Questioned to know which insurance it held that the foreign countries were g(
to recognize a unilateral declaration of independence , Andre Boisclair dodge(
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question. But according to him , the recent recognition of the Quebecois natiol
the House of Commons "much will just have facilitated the international reco~
of sovereign Quebec".
Return
Ilequebec 内叫 was carried out by 睡髓解瞥理
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A graduate of the
U de Montreal in law , and of the London School of Economics and Political Science in
administrative I 曰 w， Louis Bernard became a lawyer with the firm of Stikeman & Elliott in 1960.
From 1964 to 1970 , he was Associate Deputy Minister for the Canadian Department of
Intergovernmental a 仔airs.

Another example
of close ties
between Quebec's
finance industry
and its PQ or BQ
political and
government
entities.
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Since then , he has been a consultant and
negotiator for the Quebec government , being appointed , amongst other things , as special
negotiator on natfve issues , and government representative on the question of municipal
reform in metropolita 门 Montrea l. He was also given responsibility for finance and transport
issues in the r巳 gion. In 1987, he published Reflex/ons sur f'art de gouverner. He is president of
the administrative council of the Montreal Heart Institute. The Institute of Public Administration
of Canada awarded him the Vanier gold medal in 1992 for his exceptional contribution to the
development of the Quebec Civil Service. Also in 1992 he received the Prize for Excellence from
the Institute of Public Administration of Qw§bec. He is an Officer of l'Ordre national du Quebec
(2000).
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